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MOUNT VERNON,

NO. 8.

VOL LX.

NOTW8 TO CtWTKICTORS.

GREWS0ME MEMENTO.

Cl KALED pronnsi
the office of i|i« Clerk of the B ard of
Education of Harrison township, in Knox
coan‘y' 9h?0, un,il »wel»* o’clock, noon,
S®."** 3A day of Ju,Z- 189G. for building a
House on the lot eimated in suh4. of said township, accordirg

A Cigar Case Made Out of the Skin of
a Corpse.
Philadelphia Call ]

X JX*" *"'1 s‘’ciG“'i°'” »" «'• ■“
E*ch bid must contain the name of evcrv
person interested in the same, and be ac
companied by a sulHcient guaranty of some
nisimerested person, that if the bid is ac
cepted, a contract will be entered into and
lue performu:.ce of it properly secured.
The bid for each kind of mite rial called
•or by the specificati ons must be stated
separately, and the price of each given, and
the price of labor must also be separately
stated.
1 he Board reserves the right to reject any
or all bids.
By order of the Board of Education.
JOHN W. BURKHOLDER.
Jnnel. 1396.
Clerk.
j4 wo

N1I.K OF ItOXOS.
omen of Cil, Clerk.
I
Mt. Vernon, O , June 0, 1H96. J
rOTICE is hereby given that on Monday,
July 13, 1896, between the hours of 2
o'clock p. m and 3 o'clock p. rn.of said
day, there will be sold at this office io the
highest and best bidders, Thirty Water
Works Extension ami Improvement Bonds
of the City of Mt. Vernon. Ohio, in the aggiegate sum of J15.00J for the purpose of
purchasing additional ground, improving
and extending the wa'er-works system and
protecting the water supply thereof in Mt
Vernon, Ohio. sai<f bonds to be of the de
nomination of $5»»0 each, to be dated July
1, 18yfi. Shall he payable twenty (20) years
from the date ofssue and shall be redeem
able at the option of said city at any time
after five (5) years from date, audio bear
interest at the rate of six per cent, per anmini, payable serai-at nually on the first
day of July and January of each year, with
coupons attached for the annual inierea’.
Principal and interest of said bonds to he
I ayable at the City Treasury of the City of
Mt Vernon, Ohio. Bonds will not be sold
at less than par value and accrued interest.
By orler of City Council of the City ol M’.
Vernon, Ohio.
P.B. Chase,

N

City Cleik.

Jll-5t.

NOTICE Til CONTRACTORS.
proposals will be received 1
the Cleik of tiie Board of Elocution
SEALED
College Township, in Knox County. Obi

un'il twelve o’clock, noon, on the l»t di
July. 1896, for putting in a furnace iu tl
Gambier High School.
Each hid must contain the plans ai
sp cifications of the contractor himself ai
must it.elude all incidental expente*.
must also contain the name of every p<
son interested in the same, and be accor
panied by a sufficient guaranty of son
disinterested person, that if the bid is i
cepted. a contract will be entered into ai
the performance of it properly secured.
The Board reserves the right to reject ai
or all bids.
By order of the Board of Education.
H. C. Jacobs, Cltrk,
June 9th, 1896.

Push it Along/

Ifs a Good Thing.
Ji
.11

PLUG
s

Why buy a newspaper unless you
can profit by the expense? For 5
I! cents you can get almost as much
“BATTLE AX” as you can of
g other high grade brands for JO cents*
I1
Here's news that will repay you for
I the cost of your newspaper to-day.

I!

In

SALE ENDS ON JILL t

The great slaughter sale which we in
MONEY TO LOAN I augurated on May 2, and in which was em
TO LOAN, on first mortgage braced the stock of Leopold, Hess & Co., of
securities in sums not less than $1,000
MONEY
Philadelphia, and which we purchased from
Titles examined and abstracts furnished.
Farm land for sale. Law office. A. R Me
INTIRE, opposite Court House, Mt. Vernon the Trustee, under an order of the Common
Ohio.
Pleas Court, at 33 i per cent, less than the
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
appraised value,
W.

G R A N T,

E.

WILL BE CONCLUDED ON SATURDAY, JULY 4TH.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.

FFICE Room No. 2, Woodward Opera
House Building, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
oct31 tf

O

We give this timely notice in order
that all may have an opportunity to take
ttorney-at-law, Real Estate and
for sale. Money advantage of the greatest sale of clothing
AtoLoanloanAgent.OfficeProperty
—Banning Building, Mt.
Vernon, Ohio.
23rnarly ever known in the history of the county,
W. M. KOOM8,
before it closes. We purchased an immense
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
over Knox County Savings quantity of the clothing, and although our
Bank. Mt Vernon, Ohio.
novltl
OFFICE
sales have been enormous, there are still
A. It. IIcIXTIKK,
ATTORNEY ANI> COUNSELLOR AT remaining some of the most desirable arti
LAW.
Re
FFICE opposite the Court House. Mt cles that were included in the stock.
18jan94
O Vernou, Ohio.
member that our regular stock is also in
H. D. Critchfiki.p.
H. C. Devin.
cluded in this sale.
Crilctaficld A Devin,
S. It. GOTBHALL,

-at-law. office over
Stauffer's Clothing 8tore, Not th side
Attorneys
Public Square, Mt. Vernon, 0.
Ujan94
W. C. Coopeb.
Frank Moork
COOPER A MOORE.
ttorneys at law. office 112
Main street, Mt. Vernon. 0.

A

Money to Loan.

Insurance to Sell.

C. W. McKee.

No Goods charged. Everything CASH. Prices
niarked in plain figures. No deviation from these bus
iness rules will be allowed. We herewith give you a few
samples of the amazing prices, which will convey but a
small idea of-the true values:
BOYS’ LONG PASTS SUITS.

"See anything peculiar about that cigar
case?" asked one man of another in the
smoking room of a prominent hotel.
"Can’t say that I do,” was the reply.
"It looks like many others I have seen.
Isn’t it?”
“Hardly. This case is made of human
ekin. That’s a fact.” he went on in
answer to the look of incredulity in the
other’s face.
“Quite an interesting story is connecU
ed with it. When I was in Germany
some years ago I formed the acquaint
ance of an American who was traveling
for his health. It was no go, however.
He got steadily worse and finally died.
Before the end came he called me to his
bedside and told me I would find a cigar
case in the bureau drawer which he
wanted me to take and keep as long as
1 lived. “That case,” he said, "is made
of the skin of a man who died in the
states 20 years ago. When he was with
out money or friends I did him some
slight service which he never forgot.
"On his deathbed be made me promise
that I would have the cigar ease made
of bis skin.’*
"He drew up a will donating bis body
to a medical college and making this
strange gift t » nte. The idea at first
filled me with repulsion,but in the years
(bat have passed I have become strong
ly attached to the grewsome memento.”
‘ Have another cigar,” said the man
who had told the story, and his compinion promptly helped himself to one
from the holder made of human skin.
HABITS.
Some Have Them and Others are Not
Without.

A man likes some hot driuk for break
fast, and coffee suits his taste about as
well as anything. It seems hard
that so many should be denied coffee
because it upsets their liver and dis
agrees with them in one way and an
other, still this condition does exist, and
when a man finds it hurts him, he is
generally sensible enough to leave it out
of bis bill of fare, for it is quite a bit
pleasanter to feel well all day than to
enjoy a drug two or three minutes and
pay for it in aches and ails or sickness.
A new breakfast drink has come into
use, difficult to tell from coffee, but
made entirely of grains and which
never produces any disagreeable results.
It has the clean, pungent flavor so much
enjoyed in coffee, but whilo coffee hurts
the system Poetum Cereal goes to work
in downright good earnest to "make
red blood.”
It is composed only of the grains in
intended by nature for man’s subsis
tence. These are skillfully bended and
prepared in such a way as to produce a
hot drink the fac-simile of rich Mocha
or Java coffee, but fattening and health
ful. Stomach, liver and bowel troubles
disappear when coflee and tea are
left off and the food drink, Poetum»
taken in their place.
This toothsome drink goes about three
times as far as Coffee, and produces
health and comfort where trouble exist
ed. It is made by the Postum Cereal
Co. Lim., of Battle Creek, Mich. When
a man or woman "feels mean” day
after day or every few days it can quite
safely be charged to incorrect habits,and
coffee and tea drinking are the real cause
of more bodily disorder than any one
knows. A habit is hard to get over, but
when a delicious tasting article is offered
which produces health instead of tear
ing it down, the change is easy to make.
Prominent grocers say it exactly meets
a want, and persons who have been kept
from coffee on account of their health
are now having all the enjoyment of
coffee drinking and getting fat over it.
“Just as good” as Postum Cereal are
words used to defraud the public.
For sale by Warner W. Miller, Whit
tington Co., J. C. and G. W. Arm
strong, W. Tudor and J. Sproule.

BOYS’ KNEE PASTS.

Gut A. Weight. $2.46 worth.................................. ..... $4.75
15 cents, worth.............................. 25 cents

2.98 worth................................. ..... 5.00 31 cents, worth.............................. 50 cents
3.48 worth.............................. ..... 6.00 43 cents, worth.............................. 75 cents
5.86 worth.................................. ..... 9.00
MEN’S SUMMER UNDERSHIRTS
LAUNDERED COLORED SHIRTS.
ASD DRAWERS.
46 cents, worth............................ .75 cents
PHYSICIANS.
19 cents, worth............................ 35 cents
39 cents, worth..................... ..... 75 cents
CHILDREN’S SUITS.
79 cents, worth...................... ..... $1 50
R E R EGGLESTON,
MES’S PASTS.
98 cents, worth......... .
..... 2-00
Office and Residence, 211 North Main
$1.42 worth................................. ..... 2.50
59 cents, worth............................. $1.00
street. Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Office Hours—2 to 4 p m.
2.86 worth.................................. ..... Ji.00
75 cents, worth............................. 1.50
Telephone calls—Home company, No- 39;
98 cents, worth............................. 175
Bell company, No. 32.
OVERALLS AND JACKETS.
$1.50 worth........................................ 2.25
23 cents, worth............................ .40 cents 2.00 worth........................................ 3.00
39 cents, worth........................... .50 cents
K. CONAftI), M. D.,
W0RKISG SHIRTS.
Home pathic Physician aso Scrgeox.
LAUNDERED WHITE SHIRTS.
IS cents, worth............................ 40 cents
Office in the Woodward Block. Resi 43 cents, worth.......................... .75 cents
dent —Gambier 8 reet.
MEN’S HEAVY COTTON SOCKS.

McKEE & WRIGHT,

’8 ENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS OfJT lice 8. W-. cor. Public Equate and
High stieit.

(

D

Office Hours --8 to 10 a ra , 2 to 4 and 5
Io 8 p. m.
24aptly

X

MEN’S SUITS.
$2.98 worth................................. ...$ 6.00
3.48 worth...*,............................. ... 7.00
JOHN E. RUSSELL, M. D.,
5.98 worth................................. .... V.00
6.98 worth................................. ... 10.00
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
^^Oflics— West side of Main street,four doors 9.96 worth.................................. .... 15.00
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernou, Ohio.
Telephone No 74.
Residence—Ea*t Gambier street. Tele
phone 73
29iep'87
DR. GEORGE B. BUNN.
HY3ICIAN AND SURGEON,

pRoom 3, Rogers' Block, 111

South Main
Street, Mi. Vernon Ohio
All professional calls by day or night
p-omplly re$ponded to.
Jum

The COAST LINE to MACKINAC
F-TAKE THE-4 ■< -

3 cents, worth.............................. 10 cents
MEN’S STIFF HATS.
38 cents, worth................................. $1.00
75 cents, worth................................. 1.56
98 cents, worth........................
2.00

You will find in everydepartment of our
establishment a reduction corresponding
with the few prices herein presented, which
gives you an idea of the bargains to be ob
tained at this slaughter sale.
This great sale will positively close on
Saturday, July 4.

I. & D. Rosenthall, Prop's.

Opera House Block,

Cor. Main and Vine Sts-, Mt. Vernon, O.

2 New Steel Passenger Steamers

WE WIST TO IMPRESS IPW YOUR MINDS

The Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat
Construction —Luxurious Equipment, Artistic
Furnishing. Decoration and Efficient Service,
insuring the highest degree of
____

THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
A COMPLETE LINE OF

COnFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY.
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit ^Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "THE 300,” MARQUETTE,

ANO DULUTH.

LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and
Return, including fleals and Berths. From
Cleveland, $18; from Tolede. $15; from Detroit,
$13-30EVERY EVENING

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest Trains
for all points Kast, South and Sonthwest and at
Detroit lor all points North and Northwest.

Sunday Trips June. July, August and Septsmbsr Only.
EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland, Put-in-Bay / Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
A. A. 8CHANTZ. O. e.

DBTnOIT, MICH.

rue Detroll and Cleveland Steam lav. Co.

French, English, Scotchand German

T

AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS
HAS NEVER GRACED OUR TABLE8.
It’s a settled fact that we have more than double tne variety of
all other tailoring establishments combined can show, conseuqentty we cannot fail to please you with something both STYLI8H
AND DESIRABLE.

t'STAS. A DEBSODY

The wise farmer handles
fruit very carefully.
He
knows that the bruised spots
are the first to decay. So with
your system. Don’t let your
cold continue. The hard ef
forts at coughing and the in
flammation bruise the delicate
lining to your throat and lungs.
Disease germs like these
bruised and weakened parts.

5
colls £wuUteru
of Cod-liver Oil, with Hypo
phosphites, will soothe the
cough, relieve the inflamed
membrane, and tone up the
whole system.
SCOTT’S EMULSION has been endorsed by the
medical profession for twenty years. (z$s* your doctor.}
This is because it is always palatable, -always uutform
—always caHlaim the purat Sortoegtau Cod-liver Oil
and Hrpophoipbttei.
Insist on Scott’s Emulsion with trade-mark of
man and fish.
Put up in so cent and $1.00 sizes. The small size
may be enough to cure your cough or help your baby.

SCOTT A BOWNE. Mlg. Chemist!, New York

LIGHTNING
HOT
DROPS
Easy to
Take• • • •

BREAKS UP A BOLD.
HEALS
CURES
Cuts,
Colic. >
Burns,
Cramps.*
Bruises,
Diarrhoea,
Scratches,
Flux,
Bites of
Cholera
Animals and
Morbus,
Bugs, etc.
Nausea,
Changes of
Tastes Good,
Water, etc.
Smells Good.
SOLDI EVERYWHERE.

25c. and 50c. Per Bottle.
SOc. size

times larger than 2Sc. size.
NO RELIEF, NOiPAY.

HERB MEDICINE CO.,
Springfield, - - Ohio,

OHIO:

THURSDAY.

BIBLE CIRCULATIOH
I.arg€*st of Any Book in
the World.
Translated Into 350 I.nn. guageN and DialeetN.
Over a Quarter of a Billion Copies
Distributed During the Past Ninety

Years

At First the Costliest, Now

It is the Cheapest Book Publish
ed.

JUNE

25, 1896.

ure. Mr. Charles was the agent of the
society for the distribution of the book,
and she was referred to him; but to her
grievous disappointment he told her
that the few copies he had were all re
served for other persons who had made
previous application for them.
This was too much for the poor girl,
and she broke down, crying and sobbing
piteously. Mr. Charles was touched
by her sorrow, and after a little hesita
tion, he gave her one of his limited
number. The same volume is now iu
the library of the British and Foreign
Bible Society, of London, and is ac
counted one of its most valuable relics.
On the fly-leaf is the written inscription:
"Mary Jones is the True Owner of this
Bible. Bought in the year 1800. Aged
16.” The Welsh girl grew to be a wo
man and reached the age of eighty-two,
but in all those years had never a
possession she prized as highly as this
book.
Mr. Charles’s appreciation of the in
cident was so deep that he said to a
friend who was present when it occur
red: "From this day I can never rest
until I have found out some means of
supplying the pressing want of my
country that cries out for the Word of
God.” Nor was this feeling on his part
a transient one. He urged with pen
and voice the formation of a society for
the purpose of distributing the Bible
over the world, and in 1802 he had an
opportunity of addressing the Religious
Tract Society on the subject. His sug
gestion was taken up then and there by
a number of energetic persons, and in
1804, on March 7, the Britieh society
mentioned was formed. After Mary
Jones’s death her book came into the
society’s possession and still remains
there.
This British society, as it was the first
to be formed, is still the largest in the
world, while the American Bible So
ciety ranks next. The constitutions of
both, as well as those of similar socie
ties in other countries, declare that the
sole object of the associations is "to
encourage the wider circulation of the
Holy Scripture without note or com
ment.” It is further declared that the
only .copies to be so circulated in the
English language shall be of the version
now in common use. This, as has been
seen, is the King James version.
There are considerably over two
thousand auxiliary societies in the
United States alone, all of which con
tribute money and effort to the work.
The work shows no sign of abate
ment, but is, on the contrary, steadily
growing from year to year. The socie
ties give away millions of copies, but as
a rule they sell Bibles. This is not
done for a profit,', but to make the
greater circulation possible. The result
is that the King James version is now
literally the cheapest book in the world,
whereas it was before the invention of
the art of printing the most expensive
book in the world. A statement often
quoted was made by Dr. l’lumer in a
tract entitled "How to Use the Bible.”
He declared that in the thirteenth cen
tury in England two arches of the I .ondon bridge cost $125, and at the same
time a copy of the Bible with a few ex
planatory notes cost $150. Money was
worth much more then than now, as a
laborer’s wages were nine pence a week.
Today the American Bible Society sells
a copy of the complete Bible for 120
cents and of the New Testament for
live cents.

$1.50 PER ANNCM IS ADVANCE.

'GtS THf FUTURE FUEL

and for that reason I expect to see New
York and Chicago and all the large
cities on a similar footing with Pittsburg
as regards heating. In Pittsburg, you
Electric
Lighting
Will know, they have it down very line.
There all the cooking, for instance, is
Moon he no ( heap,
done with gas, and it is a very fine ar
rangement all through."—New York
That Gas Will he Ao Long World.

er Used
A LITTLE NONSENSE.
For Illuminating Purposes and Will

"Now, can any little boy tell me what

Supplaut Coal for Heating—Tlic the word debut means?” asked the teach
er, pleasantly.
Wonders That are Being Wrought
There was a dead silence.
■ in Electric Light ing Will Work a
"Come, come,” she continued in an
encouraging tone, "let me see if I can
Revolution, Says Edison.

not help you a little. You all remem
ber when I became your teacher?”
"Yee, ma'am,” in a chorus.
"Well, the first day .that I presented
myself before you, what was it I
made?”
"Please, ma’am, I know,” from
Tommy Traddles.
"That is right, Tommy,” said the
teacher, with a pleased smile. "Tell
the rest of the boys what it was I
made.”
"A bluff,” said Tommy.

CAUTIOUS RUSTIC.
Story of a Man Who Had Some Experlence in Signing Things.
Nashville American ]

It is an unwritten but rigidly enforced
law that no man be allowed to write his
name on a hotel register with a lead
pencil. Those who patronize the hotels
are well acquainted n ith the rule and
always observe it, but there are some
whose familiarity with hotel life is not
in an advanced stage, aud they are the
ones who cause trouble to the clerks by
invariably producing their ever-ready
pencil when they essay to write their
name upon the annals of hotelologj’. A
Cincinnati traveling man amused a select
coterie of fellow-travelers yesterday with
a narrative >n which a pencil and an un
sophisticated would-be guest at a Ixiuisville hotel played a prominent part. The
man with the pencil struck the office of
the hotel during a rush, and he had
written his name on the register before
the clerk noticed the implement he used.
The clerk was very polite about it, but
he erased the pencil signature and hand
ed the prospective guest a peu freshly
dipped in ink.
"I wrote my name once,” said the
guest. "If that don’t suit you, you write
it yourself.”
The clerk explained that it was neces
sary to preserve the register, and for that
reason they wished signatures in ink.
The explanation didn’t suit the guest.
He seemed to think theclerk had designs
upon him, and he positively refused to
write again on the register.
. "I'm from the country*,” he said, "but
I’m not as green as I look. I’ve had
some experience m signing things. Sign
ed a contract last fall to pay $2 for some
fruit trees and three months later I had
to pav a note for $2m that the fellei had*
switched my name on to. You don’t get
me to sign nothin’ more ceptin’ I do it
with a pencil, and then I write very
light”
The fellow carried his point, too, and
the clerk was forced to write his name for
him.

According to Thomas A. Edison wo
The past ninety yeare have seeu the
are on the eve of radical changes in
distribution of more than 250,000,000
lighting and heating, and more especial
volumes of the Bible, printed in about
ly in heating. He thinks the next three
3-50 different languages and diulecls. Of
or four years will see a remarkable de
course, no one need be reminded that
crease in the cost ot electric lighting,
no other book ever had in the history of
and a complete revolution in the method
the world a tithe of this circulation.
of heating. His idea is that electricity
Yet the people who are devoting their
will be made so cheaply that it will not
labor or their money to the spread of
be possible for gas to compete with it as
the Gospel realize thoroughly that their
At a supper given at one of the up
an illuminating power.
town clubs the other evening, a stag
work can be said to be only fairly begun.
Gas will then be put through but the racket, after two or three of the mem
At the rate it lias gone on since its
one process, and used for heating alto bers had done their share of story
inception, in 1804, it will take many
tellrng, a number of those present called
gether.
centuries more to furnish the entire
for a story from Mr. X , who had a fair
“
As
we
make
the
incandescent
light
reputation as a raconteur X. is a good
race with the Bible.t For it must be
now,” said Mr. Edison to a Sunday fellow, though not of the namby pamby
remembered, books atie perishable, and
World reporter yesterday, "we get about sort, and lie has recently become super
the race is increasing in numbers.
fifteen lights for every horse-power. We intendent of a large and flourishing
Moreover, the circulation stated is by
Sunday school. He rose and began:
are getting the incandescent lights down
no means complete even as far as it has
“Gentlemen, as you well know, I
to such a fine point, however, that with have lately, in a measure, reformed,and
gone. in other words, out of the
in two or three years we will get thirty- have turned over a new leaf, so to
quarter of a billion volumes distributed
five and possibly fifty lights for each speak. However, you want a story, and
by the various Bible societies there are
I will try to oblige. Before I start,
horse-power. Of course, the improved though, I may as well state that it is a
very many that contain only a portion
incandescent light will be in a vacuum, Sunday school story.”
of the entire Bible. Translations of the
Here arose cries of “Put him out!”
as it is now; but just how the change will
whole work have been made into most
“Turn ’im down!” Ac. Finally the con
be
made
I
cannot
detail
at
the
moment.
of the leading languages of the world,
fusion subsided and he continued:
It may be that we will get a superior
"The other day down at the Parish
but there are many into which only a
light for all practical purposes through House our minister was coming down
portion has been translated. Into some
CHEAP HORSES.
the combination of X-ray and fluores the stairs when he met a little golden
of them only a single one of the sixtyhaired lassie. He patted her on the They are Serving as Food for the
cent
crystals
with
which
we
are
already
six books has been rendered. The cir
head and remarked:
Poor of Chicago,
familiar. I don’t know.”
culation is therefore only fractional so
" ‘My dear, I hear that you are in the
[Chicago Record.]
“
Do
you
then
think
that
we
are
on
the
habit of using swear words. Is it
far as a great portion of it goes. Very
Horses are marvelously cheap in this
true?
’
eve
of
an
important
change
in
electric
many languages there are into which
“ ‘Oh, no, sir,’ she protested. 'I never Western country just now, especially
lighting?” was asked.
there has been no translation whatever,
talk that way.’
those that live become crippled or
“
Yes,
”
answered
the
wizard.
“
We
and the limited knowledge we have of
" ‘I’m very glad of that. I only heard
will make electric lighting cost so little it and I wanted to know if it was really sick or that have broken down from age
the world we live in w indicated by the
or overwork. A "cheap horse auction
that gas”—and Mr. Edison smiled here so. I’m glad it isn’t.’
fact that no man can tell how many
"He turned to go when the kid pulled market,” on the west 6ide of the city,
—
“
won
’
t
be
in
it.
”
languages remain Btill unenriched by
disposes of them at prices as low as $1
"What then will become of the gas?” his conttail and pijied:
the Bible.
“ ‘Who told you that I used bad or $2 each. Many of the foreign born
"Gas
will
be
relegated
to
its
proper
words?’
The magnitude of the work remain
inhabitants have no prejudice whatever
place,” said Mr. Edison, "and will be
“ ‘A little bird told me.’
ing undone is, however, of less real in
" *Oh, I know,’ with an air of convic against horse flesh as an article of food,
used
for
fuel
altogether.
Instead
of
a
terest than the wonderful extent of what
man getting in five or ten or fifteen tons tion. ‘It was one of those dam spar- and it is a common practice tor collec
has been actually accomplished. This
rers.’ ”
tions of individuals to “chip in,” buy
of
coal at a time he will simply have a
is worth describing with some detail,
gaspipe
put
into
his
house
and
have
his
A rabbit one day was pursued by a an animal, slaughter it and divide the
since it is true that some of the clergy of
dog, and in order to escape took refuge flesh equally.
fuel on tap all the time.”
this country are largely ignorant of it.
in a hollow tree.
Others there are who establish abat
"Won
’
t
gas
be
too
costly
for
that
pur

This is shown by the fsvet that applica
“You do not give me a fair chance,” toirs in out-of-the-way places, where
pose?
”
said the dog, as he gazed into the hole,
tions are frequently received at the
"No,” answered Mr. Edison. "You which was too small for him to enter. they kill the horses, disposing of the
Bible House from clergymen who wish
see, at the present time gas after it is “You run through hedges, under fences meat to cheap restaurants in the poorer
to preach on the subject and who ask
and around corners, anil now you have quarters and to butchers. A city ordin
first made is put through a process to crawled into a hole.”
for information as to what the work of
ance forbids the slaughtering of ani
prepare it for illuminating purposes.
the Bible Society really is-.
"But you must remember,” said tlie
The first cost of gas—just the ordinary rabbit, as he arranged his whiskers in mals in the corporate limits, outside of
, Almost everybody knows that the
crude gas—is very small. It is the sec the latest fashion, "that the race was the stock yards, and lately vigilance has
first book ever printed from moveable
thrust upon me and I did not care to
ond process which makes it cost so make the test of speed. My object was been exercised by the authorities in
metal bodies was the Guttenberg Bible.
chasing these offenders to cover. In all
much.
Without
going
through
that
sec

This was a Latin Bible, in two volumes,
merely to save mv bacon, and you will
cases the arrested parties deny any
ond process the gas is of no value tor doubtless observe that I got there."
which is known to bibliophites as the
purpoee to sell the flesh as food, but in
Moral
—
This
is
the
last
leap
year
until
illuminating purposes. But in its crude
Mazarin Bible, on account of the fact
sist that they dispose of the hide and
state it will give an abundance of heat 1904.
that the first authenticated copy of it
bones only. The fact remains, though,
without light”
discovered after the lapse of some time
Miss Gotham—Do they serve you with
that the eating of horseflesh is on the
"Then
you
think
gas
will
supersede
both
New
York
and
Chicago
papers
after its original appearance, in 1455 A.
increase among the poor foreign born
here in Chicago?
coal and steam for heating purposes?”
D., was found in Cardinal Mazarin’6
Mrs.
Highfiy
—
Execpt
on
Tuesday
residents of the city.
"Well, to a great extent It will be and Friday.
library. It is also known as the fortycome the common fuel among the great
two line Bible, because there are fortyMiss Gotham—What papers do they
If it required an annual outlay of $100
mafse3 of the people. It will be prac serve then?
two lines in each column as it is printed.
to ineure a family against any serious
Mrs. Highfiy—Divorce papers.
tically the only method for domestic
It is a curious fact that this first product
consequences from an attack of bowel
heating and will be utilized altogether
of the printer’s art is one of the finest
"I understand, then,” concluded the complaint during the year there are
for ordinary domestic purposes. I am interviewer, "that your success was many who would feel it their duty to
specimens of typography ever produced.
not eo 6ure, however, that it will come achieved at a bound?
Copies of it have been sold for as much
pay it; that they could not afford to risk
The India Rubber man nodded his their lives, and those of their family for
into such general use in the business
money as would buy a hundred thous
head
gravely.
.
part of the larger cities. In big office
and copies of a modern edition. Io the
such an amount. Any one can get this
THE TIRED FEELING.
buildings, for instance, steam may be
half century following its appearance
Wilie—Do you believe in early love insurance for 25 cents, that being the
there were 134 different editions pro It’s Monotony That Makes Men Want retained to run elevators and heat the affaire?
price of a bottle of Chamberlain’s Cholic,
R^gy—Yes, indeed. Mine began at Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. In
a Change.
building at the same time—that is, in
duced, all of them being in Latin. And
three.
the very* large buildings.”
in the next 300 years the different edi Chicago Times- Herald ]
Willie—Bless me! so young as that? almost every neighborhood some one
He
was
a
poorly
dressed
and
rough
in
"Large
buildings
such
as
”
----tions in Latin reached as high as a
Reggj'—Yes, it was then that I got has died from an attack of bowel com
appearance man, but, nevertheless, he
"Well, any of the very largo buildings my first glimpse of the looking-glass, plaint before medicine could be pro
thousand.
was something of a philosopher. He such as are common on lower Broad by jove!
cured or a physician summoned. One
Concerning the different translations
was plodding along Ashland avenue way,” interrupted Mr. Edison.
or two doses of this remedy will cure
into English, it does not seem worth
Ixmgnecker
—
I
have
never
played
a
near Sixteenth street, when a young man
“In buildings where fifty horse-power game of poker in my life, never attend any ordinary case. It never fails. Can
while to say much in this connection.
overtook him and made some inquiries or less is required electricity will be ed a horse race, never tasted liquor nor you afford to take the risk for 60 small
Numerous versions were presented to
as to a street in that part of the city. used altogether as the motive power. used tobacco in any form.
amount? For safe by druggists.
the public between 1380 and 1611, at
Uckleston—I wish I could say that.
The street was about half a mile away, Where electricity is used in that way
which time the King James version was
Grimshaw—Why can’t you? Longso they continued the tramp along the there will be gas employed for heating
The parish of St. Olive, Hart street, in
completed and given to the publisher.
necker does.
London, has an endowment of £600 per
rough wooden sidewalks together.
purposes.
But
in
buildings
where
more
Since that time this has been the Eng
" ’Tain’t so long ago,” said the rough than fifty lioree-power is required for all
Elder Baker who flourished in a rural annum tor the poor, and having none, a
lish version in common use among
pauper was engaged to live constantly
man, finally, making a motion toward a purposes the present method of using district of New England a good many in the parish and receive the money.
Protestants, and it is the version distrib
years
ago,
was
a
strictly
honest
but
pain

brick pile near the street, "since I used steam will be followed, because steam
uted by Bible societies as already de
fully frank old man. One day he was This farce, however, has now ceased.
to pile them things for a living.”
would
be
cheaper
to
produce
when
so
approached
by old Zeke Bill, a man of
scribed.
Bucklen a Arnica Salve.
"Hard work, I should think,” suggest much power is needed.
doubtful reputation, who said:
The Beat Salve in the world for Cuts
Different revisions of this version ed the young man, for want of some
"lxx)kee
here,
Elder,
I
want
to
make
"Will it be impossible for improve
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, 8alt Rheum, Fever
have been undertaken by eminent thing better to say.
a request o’ you, an’ it’s this: I want you Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
ments in gas lighting to keep pace with to promise me that you’ll preach my Corns,
and all Skin Eruptions, and positive
scholars in this country and Great Bri
“That’s what it is.”
the progress in electric lighting?”
funeral sermon if you outlive me. Will ly cures Piles, or ro pay required. It ir
tain. None of these was completed,
"And monotonous.”
guaranteed
to give satisfaction or money re
“Pshaw!” exclaimed Mr. Edison. "All you?”
"What?”
however, until the famous Revised
funded. Price 25 cents per box. For sale
"Why, certainly Zeke, certainly.”
the
improvements
possible
to
make
in
22feb-lv
"I say it must be monotonous—tire
Englished Bible appeared in 1885. It is
"An’ I want you to preach it from the hv Geo. R. Baker A Son’s.
gas lighting have already been made. text,
some.”
‘An honest man is the noblest work
a fact freely acknowledged by Dr. Philip
J. Eckler cut his throat at Huron
“Oh, sure.” Then after a pause. We are just beginning to find out what of God.’ ”
Scharff, who is at the head of the asso “So’s everything else."
9 o’clock Saturday morning, with
a bully good light we can get with elec
"I’ll do it, Zeke, I’ll do it, and I’ll add about
a pocket knife, while insane. He made
“Oh, there is variety in some things,”
ciation which is circulating this version,
that
I
’
m
sorry
there
’
s
such
a
poor
speci

tricity, and with very little current at
a bad cut in the left side of bis
that it is not commonly used by the protested the young man.
men in the coffin.”
throat, a gash about five inches in
"If a feller doesn't have to do ’em, that.”
people. "The fact is,” he eaid recently, there is,” returned the other, "but I
"But some improvement has already
"Ol course the fat detective will serve length on the right side, and severed an
"that our book has become one of the guess any business is tiresome to the
been made in gas lighting,” ventured the your purpose better than any of the artery. It is feared he will die. pckler
imagined that he
being pursued by
feller that has got to ’tend to it right
commentaries.”
others.”
along. I knowed a feller that worked reporter.
assaains.
“Why so?”
In addition to the different versions or in a store—reg’lar hours, reg’lar work
“Y-e s,” drawled Mr. Edison, "I know
“Because he will undoubtedly make
translations mentioned there is the and all that. But he got tired of it. He it. But what does that improvement
Mr. James Perdue, an old soldier re
siding at Monroe, Mich., was severely
Douay version, which is published with wanted variety, he said—wanted to amount to? The light isn’t any good. It the best shadow.”
afflicted with rheumatism, but received
the authority and approbation of the travel and have change all the time. He isn’t meant for us at all. There is too
Hubby—My dear, if all that I hear irompt relief from pain by using Cham
the chance and grabbed it quick.
Roman Catholic Cnurch. It is not got
about
you
is
true
----berlain’s Pain Balm. He says: "At
He was sent here and there and was on much moonshine in it. It is sepulchral
Wife—I assure vou, it is. I started times
circulated by any society, however, as marching orders most of the time—lots light. Everybody looks ghastly in it.
my back would ache so badly
the scandal myself You don’t suppose that I could hardly raise up. If I had
the King James version is, but is put of excitement and change, but he got Our houses and our furniture haven’t I went into society to be buried alive, do
not gotten relief I would not be here to
forth by numerous publishers as a busi tired of it. Actually kicked to get back the right colors in them for that light to you?
write tlrese few lines. Chamberlain’s
a desk again, ’cause he said traveling
ness enterprise. Its circulation does not at
Pain Balm has done me a great deal of
was so blamed monotonous and tire make a good effect. To produce the
Dolly
—
What
’
s
the
mattah,
Cholly?
compare with that of the Protestant, or some and he wanted a change. Same right effect we will have to change all
good and I feel very thankful for it.”
you
seem
to
have
a
doocid
bad
cold
in
For sale by druggists.
King James, Bible, as the Roman Cath way with everybody, I guess. Piling our colors and perhaps get up some new
your eye.
olic Church does not urge its members bricks is mighty hard and tiresome, and ones to make the lights harmonious.
Chollv—Yaas. Mislaid me monocle
The i>olice at Upper Sandusky think
to the individual study of the Sc ripture I’m doing better now, but sometimes I
“Then, again, no matter what sort of last night
they have caught the man who has been
feel’s if I like to pile bricks again just
as strenuously as does the Protestant for a change. There ain’t anything that gas lights you use the gas flame is for
working the bogus check racket in
"Smart woman, Jones’s wife."
Church. It is true that the Baltimore ain’t tiresome to the feller that’s got to ever heating up the air. A few gas
neighboring towns. He bought son\e
“
Why?"
dry goods at Brandt A Ruelle’s store,
Council of Roman Catholic Bishops do it every day. What’s ambition but lights in a room are equal to having
"Found
she
talked
in
her
sleep;
stud

offered a check in payment, which
and Archbishops in their pastoral letter a hankering for a change, anyway? The twenty or thirty persons in the same ied awhile, and now she lectures him all; and
proved to be bogus.
It was learned
only dirt’rence between people is that
night
without
disturbing
her
own
slum-'
Borne ten years ago expressed the hope some of ’em want a change bo bad that space. And then there is such great
that he had made attempts to pass
here!
”
that no family in the communion of the they’ll go backward to get it, while the heat from gas! There is enough heat in
checks at two other stores. The offi
cials were informed and the man
church was to be found without a cor others have sense enough to swear and the incandescent light as it is at present,
Caddington—Count Tedout is furiou> was arrested. He gave his name as
kick, but hang on till they can get it
rect version of the holy Scriptures.
but that is going to be done away with. about the trick old Goldman played on Frank Wagner.
goin’ forward.”
There had been no organized effort to
“The improved incandescent light will him with his $10,000 check when he
married his daughter.
circulate the Bible in any church prior
be
one giving as much light, at least, as
There is more catarrh in this section
Fulljaines—Why it’s all right: the old
to the beginning of the present century. of the country than all other diseases those now in use, but with a very small man haa a hundred times that amount
Possibly the Bible societies that are now put together, and until the last few proportion of heat With that we will in the bank.
Caddington—Yes, but he stopped When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
so active in this and other countries years was supposed to be incurable. For come near to realizing what we have all
payment on the check the day after the When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
might not have been organized even yet a great many years doctors pro been hoping to get—light without heat” wedding.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
but for a simple yet very pathetic inci nounc'd it a local disease, and pre
"Then you do not think that electric
When she hud Children, she gave them Castoria.
dent in the year 1800. It is now historic, scribed local remedies, and by constant ity will take the place of everything
The Spanish commander eyed his col
but at the time of its hapjtening it ly failing to cure with local treatment, that is now used for heat, lighting and onel keenly.
might easily have passed unnoticed but pronounced it incurable. Science has power?”
"You say you came upen this parly
"No,” said Mr. Edison, "I do not. of insurgents just outeide the city. Did
for the sympathetic nature of a clergy proven catarrh to be a constitutional
There is no difficulty about teaching
man of Bala, the Rev. Thomas Charles. disease, and therefore requires constitu Electricity for heating purposes may be you deprive them of their arms?"
goat to climb stairs. It will walk up a
The colonel threw up his head haught aperpendicular
ladder, and is quite at
It appears, according to the story told tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, common in some sections. It will be a ily.
home on the roof—especially where the
in one of the leaflets iesued by the manufactured by F. J. Cheney <fcCo., system of heating that will be more of
Arms,” he scornfully cried. "You bet tiles are loose. A goat will follow its
American Tract Society, that a pious Toledo, Ohio, is the only constitutional a luxury than anything else.
master like a dog, and respond at once
"For cooking purposes and the like its
Welsh girl named Mary Jones was so cure on tfie market It is taken inter
when its name is called.
desirous of owning a copy of the Bible nally in doses of from 10 drops to a tea- use is entirely practicable. We have ed?”
Mothers will find chamberlain's
that she saved nearly all Ker wages for spoonfuj. It acts directly on the blood seen that demonstrated time and time
Wberat he was promoted instantly.
Cough
Remedy especially valuable for
again.
But
these
demonstrations
don
’
t
six years for the purpose of Uuymg-one. and mucous surfaces of the system.
tori a has had a tree plant- croup and whooping cough. It will
Bibles were expensive then.and; wages They offer $100 tor any case i t fails to amount to anything beyond showing
drive leading from the sov- give prompt relief and is safe and pleas
were small. In 1799 the Society for the cure. Send for circular^ and testima that electricity can be utilized in that
ance at Winsdor Castle to ant. We have sold it for several yeare
connection.
Promotion of Christian Knowledge nials.
Address
in memory of General Sir and it has never tailed to give the most^
"A few rich men may use it in their
published a Welsh Bible, and in 1800
F. J. CHENEY A CO.,
jonhv, who was for many
perfect satisfaction. G. W. Richjj
Toledo, Ohio, homes, but it will be too costly for most
Mary Jones walked twenty-five miles
T
uquesne, Pa. Sold by
I
folks.
Gas
will
be
cheaper
for
heating,
tttr'
Sold
by
druggists,
75c.
to Bala to get her coveted treas

'S’he ?3atnter
FRANK HARPER,
Kriitor au<l

Proprietor.
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Democratic Commcn Pleas Judicial
Convention.
The Democrats of the first Sub division of
the Sixth Common Pleas Judicial District
of Ohio, composed of the counties of Knox,
Licking and Delaware, will meet in dele
gate convention at

Centerburg, Wednesday, July 15,
At 10 o’clock, a. m., for the nomination of
two candidates for Judge of the Common
Pleas Court for said Sub-division.
David M. Kki.lkk,
W. A. Harris,
Chairman.
Secretary.

It is perhaps significant that Napoleon
McKinley was nominated on the an
niversary of the battle of Waterloo.

The oldest physician in active prac
tice in America is Dr. C. F. H. Wilgoks|
of Doylestown, O., who is still practicing
at the age of 93.

OHIO NEWS.

They Can’t Avoid the Issue.

When McKinley comes to w’rite his
letter of acceptance, he will devote
about two inches to the money question
and a foot to protection. No doubt Mc
Kinley would like to and will make an
effort to conduct the campaign with the
taritf as an issue, as that subject has
long ago become a hobby with him.
and it is the only question on which he
has the courage to publicly express his
views. But the tariff is settled for years
to come, and the business interests of
the county want it left alone, and Mr.
McKinley will find his efforts to run a
campaign on the tariff line without
avail.
It is the money question that is para
mount. The people have taken the
matter in their own hands, and all the
politicians in the Republican party,
from their candidate for President on
down, can not ring in something else.
The American people settle just one
question at a time, and this year they
are going to settle the money question.
And when it comes to the final round
up, it will be settled in the interests of
the people—that means the restoration
of silver to all the functions of money;
the position it always occupied before
the Republican Congress, by gum-shoe
methods, demonetized it in 1873.
The tariff doesn’t “go” in this cam
paign, and Mr. McKinley will find he
cannot regenerate a dead issue.
The remonetization of silver is the
controlling question of the day. On
thia issue the Democratic party will win,
because a vast majority of the people
are in favor of the restoration of silver
as a money of ultimate redemption.
The next President and the next Coi."
gress will be Democratic.

Tin Republican National Convention
While the McKinley party is howling
four years ago declared for bimetallism; for more protection to American indus
this year for gold. Which declaration try, it may not be inopportune to men
was made to delude people?
tion the fact that during the ten months
The Democratic party is in favor of ended April, 1896, the exports of Amer
sound money, and it proposes that silver ican manufactures amounted in value to
shall be restored to the position of $184,572,665—a gain of $35,862,470 over
sound money it held before the Repub the corresponding period of the preced
lican Congress of 1873 illegitlmatized it. ing fiscal year. This gratifying increase
in the exports of American manufac
The opposition to McKinley at St. tures will be better appreciated when it
Louis did not cut much figure. The is considered that the exports of the
vote for the Presidential nomination was ten monthe ended April, 1895, were
os follows: McKinley, G611; Morton, J much greater than in a previous period
Allison, 35J; Reed, 84J; Quay, 61}; Cam of the same duration. In these figures
are not included wood and its manufac
eron, 1; blank, 4.
tures, which have long been classed as
H.'nna is to run the McKinley cam products of the “forest’’ in official statis
paign the balance of the way through, tics. If lumber and its manufactures,
having been made National Chairman. amounting in the last ten years to $25,He will find the job a very different 174,214, should be included in the
one from the one he has been filling for the exports of manufactures for
the past six months.
the same period the sum would be
swollen to the magnificent figure of
The total appropriations made by the $209,746,879—indicating a grand total of
Congress that died last week amount to $250,000,090 for the fiscal year. The re
$515,759,820.49. The total expenditures turns show that there is not a region on
for the fiscal year have never been so earth, civilized or barbarous, that does
afford a market for the products of
great except during the civil war. The not
American industrial skill by reason of
countiy couldn't stand very many their superior quality and cheapness.
economical congresses of this kind.
But the tariff spoilers cry for more pro
tection.
When the Republican National Con
One thing is certain—there can he no
vention last week declared that
quibbling
as to where the Republican
silver should not be restored to the rights
always accorded it prior to its demone party stands in this campaign on the
tization by sneak thief methods of a money question. Their platform ex
Republican Congress in 1873, Senators plicitly declares for the gold standard.
Teller, Cannon, Dubois and eeveral It is also equally certain that the Demo
other delegates presented a protest, and cratic Convention will take an unmistakeable stand for the remonetization of
walked out of the Convention.
silver. This will make the issue plain,
The Republican platform is about two and it will be the one question presented
yards long, and was read by few people, to the people for settlement at the
except proof readers in the newspaper coming election. Here is the Republi
offices. The only section of it that any can declaration on the money question:
body was anxious to see was that per
The Republican party is unreservedly
ca
the enacttaining to the money question, and that for sound mone\ It caused
is the only declaration of the entire two resumption of specie payments in 1879;
yards that will cut any figure in the since then every dollar has been as good
coming campaign—the balance is verbi as gold.
We are unalterably opposed to any
age and rubbish.
measure calculated to debase our cur
GARREir A. Hobart, the Republican rency or impair the credit of our coun
nominee for Vice President, hails from try. We are therefore opposed to the
free coinage of silver except by inter
New Jersey, where he was born in 1844, national agreement with the leading
and is a lawyer. He has been a mem commercial nations of the world, which
ber of ixith branches of the New Jersey we pledge ourselves to promote, and
Legislature, and presiding officer of until such agreement can be obtained,
the existing gold standard must be preeach. He was the Republican caucus sei ved. AU our silver and paper cur
nominee for U. S. Senator in 1884, when rency must be maintained at parity
John R. McPherson (Dem.) was elected. with gold, and we favor all measures
designed to maintain inviolably the
A few weeks ago the Republican obligations of the United States and a”
Congress turned out Representative our money, whether coin or paper, at
the present standard, the standard of the
Boatner, of Louisiana, on the pretext most enlightened nations of the earth.
that he was elected by the intimidation
The money plank ol the Virginia
of the negroes. The special election to
fill the vacancy was held last Thursday Democratic platform comes nearest call
and Mr. Boatner was re-elected, defeat ing things by their right names of any
ing both the Republicans and Populists we have seen, its reference to sound
l»y 5,000 majority. The negroes of the money being especially good and to the
South have learned to appreciate their point. Here it is:
We are for sound money. The sound
true friends.
est the world has ever had or can have.
The fit of generosity which impelled This sound money should consist of sil
ver and gold and of paper redeemable in
Congress to vote to its members a sheer silver
or gold at the option of the payer,
gratuity of $12C3 a year, ostensibly for the units of tne whole mass to be kept at
clerk hire, has developed the fact that parity by coinage rights and equal legal
the average cost to the country of our tender functions, the only method by
modern statesman is four times what which the parity of the two metals has
been continually and successfully main
it was when Adams, Clay, Webster and tained.
their compeers sat in the halls of Con
The immediate anil complete restora
gress. And the worst of it is that while tion of the bimetallic system of money
the price has gone up the quality has as which existed in the United States, from
1793 to 1873, is in our opinion demanded
steadily gone down.
by the interests of commerce, manufac
tures and agriculture which are alike
The Republican platform declares suffering from the continuous fall of
that the party “is unreservedly for sound prices, the consequent embarrassment
money.’’ That statement, too, in the or bankruptcy of those engaged therein.
face of the Republican act of Congress And in order to restore it we demand
the free and unlimited coinage of both
in 1S73, whereby silver, which had been, silver and gold at the ratio of 16 to 1 with
from the very foundation of the Govern out waiting for the assent or concurrence
ment up to that time, the soundest kind of any other nation.
of sound money, was debased and
The Columbus Democratic Call gets
bastardized. It is the hollowest kind of
off’some solid truth in the following:
mockery for the Republican party to
Do you ask why the farmers are for
declare in favor of'sound money.
silver? They know that wheat anch sil
Burgess McElroy ought to have been ver keep company, and that when silver
was depressed by the sneak thief Sher
home to manufacture some enthusiasm man act of 1873 wheat followed it down
in Mt. Vernon over the nomination of the scale, until it takes two bushels of
McKinley. Beyond the display of flags wheat to pay $1 worth of taxes. They
»n front ol the Lincoln Club room and know that the restoration of silver to its
former position will send the ounce of
the Republican office, no notice was silver up to the dollar mark and above,
taken of the action of the St. Louis and that wheat will keep it company so
Convention. The fact is that outside of that the farmer who has to pay $100 in
McKinley’s home town, there was little taxes, and has to raise 200 bushels of
wheat to pay it, will pay it with 100 bu
enthusiasm over the success of the ma- shels and have the other If 3 bushels to
cl ne made candidate at St. Louis.
purchase comforts for his family and
help to pay off his mortgages. Is it to
The Rothschild syndicate has just pur be wondered at that the farmer takes a
chased 270,000 shares of the stock of the sensible view of it and is going to vote
Anaconda Copper company, which were for his own interests?
held by the Hearat estate, of San Fran
Di aiNG 1873, the year in which a Rt
cisco. This makes the holding of the publican Congress demonetized silver,
Rothschild syndicate 570,000 shares, be silver stood to gold in the ratio of 15.63
ing within 30,000 shares of ono-half the t>l. This was a slight premium for
total stock. The price paid was $28 per silver. The demonetization of silver at
share, of which the par value is $25. such a time and under such circum
The purchase amounts to $7,«5CJ,030. stances was an outrage. 1 he deprecia
The Anaconda mine is in Montana. tion of silver has been brought about by
Evidently copper is a big factor in the
its being put under the ban by the
world, as well as gold and silver.
governments of the United States and
The San Francisco Exanrner makes Europe.
------------- -------------the following good points on the nomi
The Chicago Chronicle has these kind
nation of Mark Hanna’s man at St.
Louis: “It is noticeable that McKinley words to say of the Republican nominee;
No man as weak as McKinley, men
was not the choice of the great Republi tally
and in his moral, structure was ever
can States. The failure of these to before nominated for President. He has
agree upon a candidate gave the Demo not a great mind. But large or small,
cratic States, which will send him no it is occupied by only a single idea—
electoral votes, an opportunity to force that of protection. Yet he cannot ex
pound the doctrine of protection exeept
him upon them. The most eloquent in a series of set phrases, of platitudes
eigjificance of the situation is that his and in cant which he has worn thread
candidacy will fail to arouse that hearty bare in all parts of the country.
enthusiasm in the Republican States
Hon. John B. Ooffinbkrsy, the
which would have resulted had they Democratic candidate for Congress in
agreed upon and named a candidate of this district, stands unequivocally for the
their own. It is a wonderful spectacle free coinage of silver. Where does
to see the solid Democratic South Congressman Kerr stand? The people
‘trusting down the throats of the North- want to know the views of candidates
1 New England States a candidate
nimition the latter fought so on this matter this year, and no dodging
goes.

Whooping cough is epidemic at Galli
polis.
Newark will have a Y. M. C. A
building.
Moses Bemis, colored, died at Urbana,
aged 108.
State bar associations will meet at
Put-in-Bay July 15.
Every member of the Lima police has
joined the Y. M. C. A.
State Teachers’ association meeting at
Put-in-Bay July 1 to 3.
A number of cattle in Wyandot coun
ty have died from ftoison.
Lancaster schools received a medal
and diploma from the World’s Fair.
Jean Michaels, a 3-year-old Tiffin hoy,
died yesterday. The little fellow ate
the heads of matches a short time before.
The Ohio crop reports show a generally
satisfactory condition of the vegetation.
Corn has been washed some by the heavy
rains. Wheat is maturing and heading
fairly.
A baby, in a basket, was the gift found
on the doorstep of Druggist B. G. Ridge
way's residence at Cedarville, Monday
night. It was turned over to the au
thorities.
Mrs. Mayme Schaaf, aged 40, disap1"’ ared from her homp, near Delaware,
ast Tuesday night. She took with her
[at
a shawl strap and dresses. No trace of
her has yet been found.
Henry Brown nnd Chas. Wilson, ne
groes, were arrested at Piqua, Monday,
for burglarizing a general store at Con
over, Sunday night. A part of the goods
stolen were found in their possession.
Mrs. Herman G. Huffman, wife of a
wellknown Clyde jeweler, has sued for
divorce, charging infidelity with various
women in Clyde and a prominent society
oung lady of Maumee, who is said to
e engaged to a Toledo manufacturer.
Wm. Wells, son of deputy warden
Wells, of Canton, was murdered Sat
urday night, and his body placed on the
Pennsylvania track. He had been in
Tiffin Friday. The wounds indicate that
he was killed with a slungshot.
An unknown man was found along
the Baltimore & Ohio railroad tracks,
near the Wilmington depot, about 5
o’clock Monday morning. He was
lying on his face and had been dead for
some hours. He was about 25 years of
age.
A two year-old child of L. R. Clarke,
of Canton, drank a quantity of concen
trated lye, which had been left standing
where the little one could get hold of it.
It’s face and hands were terribly burned,
and the internal injuries may prove
fatal.
The Newark board of ''ealth has fail
ed to elect a health officer after over 200
ballots. One medical member has been
turned out on the ground that only two
are eligible under the law. A new
member will be elected by the City
Council.
Saturday afternoon, Wm. H. Sherman
and Joseph Hartlaub, farmers living
near Venice, brought to Sandusky a
tramp who gave the name of Edward
Richmond. He was charged with at
tempting to assault Mrs. Hartlaub. The
prisoner denies the charge.
Vincent F. Wagner, of Cuyahoga
Falls, has brought suit against the A.,B.
«fe C. railroad company, for an injunc
tion restraining the company from using
steam as a motive power on the road.
The company owns a small engine used
in hauling heavily laden cars near the
power house.

£

John Deardorf, of Akron, has sued
the Valley Railway company and Sum
mit county Commissioners for $5,COO
damages. Deardorf, with a horse and
buggy, backed over the Valley bridge at
Greensburg, on Feb. 29, and was badly
injured. The horse was frightened by
an approaching train.
The Wapakoneta water works riot
trial came to an end Friday morning.
The jury after being out for 18 hours ac
quitted Louis Vanskiver of the charge of
murder. Vanskiver shot a man named
Tillis, of Pittsburg, the leader of the riot.
This was his second trial, the first result
ing in a verdict of manslaughter.
H. F. Remaine, ex-deputy Clerk of the
Columbus Police Court, has fled. Sat
urday a special committee appointed to
investigate the accounts of the Clerk’s
office under his adm’nistration reported
finding a shortage of about $10,009. He
was suspected of taking the money rath
er than the chief Clerk, S. N. Cook.
James Fiavin and Charles Procter, two
Lucas county criminals, were released
from the Columbus peritentiary Mon
day. They were to have been re-arrett
ed and taken to Zanesville, where they
stole $1,200 from the Shultz soap factory
several years ago; but the officers were
not on the spot, and the men got away.
The Lutheran synod at Massillon spent
Thursday discussing the scriptural doc
trine of “hell.” The discussion of the
synod turned on the question as to
whether hell is a state or condition, or
whether it can be said to be a locality,
and if so, where that locality is. After a
protracted debate they decided to give it
up.
At 2 o’clock Thursday mo. ting burg
lars gained entrance to Mrs. Boggins’
saloon and resilience at Youngstown.
Mrs. Boggins was awakened by the noise
and, coming down stairs was grasped by
a ruffian. She fought with all her might
until the man overpowered her and es
caped. Her night clotlrng was torn
into shreds.
Numerous Lima people are endeavor
ing to locate Robert Jack <fr Son, con
tractors who built the government build
ing at Lima. They contracted for the
erection of the building at a very low
figure, and after they had received most
of the money, threw up the job and
some parts of the interior of the build
ing remain unfinished.
James Seaver, a farmer living near
Fostoria, was found hanging in his barn,
Friday morning by his wife. He had
gone to turn the cows out, and as he did
not return she became alarmed and
went to see what was the matter and
found him hanging to a pin by a small
peice of tarred twine. He was 35 years
old and was married last March.

Notice to Land Owners of
Clinton Township, Knox
County, Ohio.
HPHE land owners of Clinton township, Knox
conn*y, Ohio, aie hereby notifiet tnat 1he
act passed by the recent session of the Legislalore of Ohio, regarding the removal of thistles,
wild lettuce and wild mnst3rd wilt be rigidly en
forced. Slid act is as follows:
The trustees of any towLship of this State
npon information in writing, that Canada or
Hossian thistles, wild lettuce or wild mostard *
* * are growing on any lands in their township,
and are aliont to spread or mature seed between
the first day of Jane and the fifteenth day of
October of each year, said trust <es shatlcanse
notice io writing to be served npon the owners,
lessee, agent or tenant having change of any such
lands notifying such owner, lessee, agent or
tennnt that Canada or Russian thistles, or other
noxioQS weeds mentioned in this section, are
growing on snch lands, and that snch Canada
thistles, or other, noxious weeds, shall be ent
and destroyed wilhin|five da;s alter the service < f
snch notice; and >u defaalt thereof, the sa d
township trustees shall enter noon snch lands
and ent and destroy snch • * th:stles, or other
noxious wee<ls; and that the cost of cutting the
same with the cost of snch Dotice, wi’’ become a
lien against sa’d lands. Any constable or deputy
marshal of any city or village, or deputy, is here
by authorized to make service and return of any
sach notice, and *he fees of snch service and re.
torn shall be the same as are avowed for service
and retn>n of snmmors in civil cases bero.e
magistrates. If any owner, lessee, agent or
tenant having charge of any snch lands sha” fail
to comply with such notice, the township trustees
shall cause said * * thistle or other noxious
wDec’s aforesaid to be cut and destroyed, and
may employ any person to perform such labor,
and allow 6uch person fifteen, cents per hour for
the time occupied in performing snch labor, and
pay the snm for such labor .cut of any money in
the treasnry of said township not otherwise ap
propriated. and take receipt for the same. 8sid
township trustees shall make return in writing
to the board of commissioners of their county,
with a statement of the charges for their services,
the amount paid to the person for performing
snch labor, together with the fees of the officers
who made the service of notice and return with
a proper description of the premises; and the
same having been allowed, shall be entered npon
the tax duplicate* and shall be a Hen against said
lands, from and after the date of such entty on
the duplicate, and shall be collected as other
taxes, and returned to the township with the
generrl fund.
JOHN P. DETTRA,
C. V. BEACH.
C. G. SMITH.
Trustees of Clinton Township, Knox Cocnty. O..

KIHORMII.

IN pursuance of the order of the Probate

Court of Knox county, Ohio, I will
Bcv. Wilber Delivers Ad
offer for sale at public auction, on
dress to Timofi Ia>dge.
Saturday. the iStli Day of Jnly, 1X96, at
two •'clock, p. in.,
Touch cm Upon the Fatality upon the premises, one mile wes’ of
Martinsburg. Ohio, the following described
real estate, situate in the county of Knox
at BalTs Crossing.
The Rniglits of Pythias Attend the
Service in a Eody and Afterwards
Repair to Mound View, Where They
Decorated Graves - Allusion to Miss
Pitkin’s Death.

VETERINARY 8URGEON.
rof«s-»or
of Veterinary Dentistry.
Residence 408 East Front street. Of
fice corneriilain and Front street, Mt. Ver
non , O.
Examination! free. Home telephone
No. 228.

P

GOLD AT A PREMIUM

They
Are
Going
Like
Hot
Cakes
And
You
Should
Not
Miss
Them.
The people
know a good
thing when they
see it, and this
accounts for the
rush at Vanaatta’s shoe store
to take advaii"
tage of the big
cut made in the
prices of foot
wear.

Get in the Band Wagon

The
opportunity
will not last long, as
we are offering foot
wear at such low
prices
were never
heard of before in Mt.
Vernon.

at Tilt

..AND SILVER, TOO !

• .

and State of Ohio, to-wit:
Being all that portion of lot No- thirteen
(13), in section four (4), of township five
(5), range twelve (12), United States military
lands in Knox county, and State of Ohio,
heretofore owned by virtue of a deed from
E S. Bebout and wife, dated March 28, 1879,
and recorded in book 74, page 453, of Knox
county, Ohio, deed record, made to Aaron
S. Bebout, that lies South of the road run
ning from Martinsburg, in Knox couuty, to
Utica, in Licking county, Ohio, containing
eighty and one-half (801) acres. Said j rem
ises were deeded to Alva McKee by Aaron
S. Bebout and wife on tin 7th day of Oc
tober, 1882, and recorded in deed book 79,
page 289.
Appraised at $2,300 00.
Terms of sale—$100 to be paid on day of
sale, and balance of one-third of purchase
price to be paid within thirty days of sale;
one-third in one year.and one-third in two
years, deferred payments to draw 6 per cent,
interest per annum, payable annually from
day of sale, and to be secured by mortgage
on premises sold.
C. W. McKEE,
Assignee for Alva O. McKee.
Dated this 16th day of June, 1896.
L. B. Houck Attorney for Assignee.

A touching and beautiful memorial ser
vice was held in the Presbyterian church
Sunday morning, under the auspices of the
K of P. fraternity of ibis city, for their
dead. The services at the church were con
ducted by Rev. F. A. Wilber, the Pastor.
During the organ voluntary the members
of Timon lodge, No. 45 K. of P-, to the
number of about seventy five, marched in,
in two single Gles, one on either side of the
church, and took their places in seats that
had bees reserved for their use in the front
part of the church, immediately fac!ng the
pulpit, remaining standing until the music
Ix>w Rate Excursions South.
ceased, when they were seated. They each
On the first and third Tuesday of each
carried a boquet of flowers to be used in de
corating the graves of their dead at the month till October about half-rates for
cemetery, which were laid on the pulpit round trip will be made to points in the
during the service. The order of service South by the Louisville & Nashville rail
road. Ask your ticket agent about it, and
cairied out in the church was as folllows:
Prayer ........................................................... if he cannot tell you excursion tickets
Reading—23 psalm.................. Congregation write to C. P. Atmore, General Passenger
Hymn -Jesus Lover of My 3oul..................
Agent, Louisville, Ky., or Jackson Smith
Raiding —First Cl ap. Job...
Selection ............................................... Choir D. P. A., Cincinnati, O., J-K. Ridgely, NJ
Prayer........................................... ................ W P A., Chicago, Ill., Geo. B. Horner, D.
Announcements for the week....................... P. A , St Louis, Mo.
Hymn 244.................. .................................
Sermon...........................................................
Prayer...........................................................
Oflertoiv ............................................... Choir
Hymn 296.................. .. ..............................
Benediction....................................................
In his opening words Rev. Wilber said
that while ‘he service was especially in
tended for the K of P. order.yet he felt that
he ought to direct part of his sermon to
those of our city who in the past week had
been visited with such great affliction—those
of the party who met with the horrible ac
c'dent last Tuesday. He said that God
>♦1
visited us with a .'Hie lion to benefit us and
►♦I
»♦!
be enjoined those present to be ever ready
>♦<
as sorrow, and even death, might come to
:::
any of them as suddenly and unexpectedly
as it had to this pa-ty, who in one moment
were enjoying life and health and in the
next were hurled into eternity.
His text was from Gen. 50 Chapter 19-20
verses—“And Joseph said unto them fear
not; for am I in the place of God? But as
for you, ye thought evil against me; but
God meant it unto good to bring to pass,as is
is this day, to save much people alive.” He
first gave a definition of the word “prov.
idence” and then discussed it at length
First, the preserving power of God in His
providence—although we move and live
and have our being independently, yet we
are continually under His guiding provi
dence. From St Paul, “In Him we live and
move and have our being ”
3econd, the governing power of God. .In
explaining this part of God's providence,
Mr. Wilber spoke of His watchfulness over
what are to us the iosignificant affairs of life
—those small acts of kindness or thoughtful
ness on our part that would give pleasure to
others. He notes them all. Further of the
falsity of supposing that God looks with
favor on the rich and powerful who have
not the true spirit of Christ in their hearts,
and neglects the poor, and lowly in heart,
which appeared in many cases to our cloud
ed vision to be true. In the language of
the poet, said Rev. Wilber, ‘‘To Tbee then
nothing great appears, to Thee there’s noth
ing small.”
He spoke touchingly of the taking away
of Miss Pitkin and little Henry Rosenthall
from their home and friends—from the
scene of their earthly-joys and sorrows, and
of the grief of those remaining, and said
that they were called in order that good
might result just as it did from the boy
Joseph going into exile, away from home
and friends—the only difference being that
in the present case the lives saved would be
spiiituai, while Joseph’s home-leaving was
the means of saving only lives in the flesh,
and here again God’s providence is made
manifest. While God in a general way direc's the world's course of events, yet we
are left to ourselves, in our own narrow
sphere, each to work out for himself hia in
dividual existence. He spoke in favor of a
moral humanity,saying that while God had
put in our way the possibility of sinning
He had also placed there the much greater
possibility of working out our salvation.
In a few well chosen words to the mem
bers of Timon lodge, Mr. Wilber spoke of
the founding of the order upon the story of
Damon and Pytliiaa—how Pythias was
willing to give up his life for hia friend
Damon, and in this connection he spoke of
the much greater love of Jesus Christ who
gave up Ilia life willingly on the cross for
His enemies. In his closing words he en
joined the Knights to grow in the love of
God and to learn more and more of Him
each day, so that when the death angel
came with a message from God to them,
whether expected or without warning, they
would be ready to obey the summons, with
the knowledge that they were leaving this
transitory life to enter upon that life which
is eternal.
After the benediction the au lienee at
the request of Rev. Wilber remained in
their seats until the Knights had passed
out. The order then took up its line of
march for Mound View cemetery.

SO THE FRIENDS OF EACH METAL. A
CAN BE PLEASED AT OUR STOTE............ .

+-
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For We H4VE BEEN and Will Still CONTINUE to pay a 20 Per Cent. Premium in Merchandise,
on Either Metal, Silver or Gold Certificates.

OUR PRICES HAVE PROVED IT.
And ths Throng That Visits Our Store Will Bear Us Out in the Assertion. Oome and See Us.

TsrizxLOjsr &> oo.,
^ortli-Kttst Cop, Pub. Square.

HOT WEATHER

4gw5>- STANDARD PATTERNS
Catalogue Free on Request.

----- AND------
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BARGAINS!

Stmvj
Negligee Shirts,
Hosiery,
Belts,
Fancy Shirts,
Neckwear,
Pants,
Fancy Vests,
Duck Pants,
D. & B. Serge Coats,
Bathing Suits,
Umbrellas,
Knee Pants.

Handkerchiefs,
Collars and Cuffs,
Underwear,
Suspenders,
Sweaters,
Suits,
Serge Coats and Vests,
Alpaca Coats,
Dusters,
Crash Vests,
Canes,
Straw’ Hats.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

We are taking advantage of the
present Hard Times to Secure

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK:

SP1CIIL LINES OF DESIRtBLE
SI1S0NIBLE GOODS,

A Fine All-Wool Suit for $8.00.
Vou can only appreciate ifc by
calling.

HANDSOME CLOCKS FREE.

STADLER,
The One Price Clothier, Hatter and Furnisher, S. W. Corner Public
Square and Main St.

AND

Of which we are giving our cus
tomers the benefit. In every
department of our house are to

be found

Lots for Sale
in

BARGAINS WHICH CANNOT
BE DUPLICATED.

Park
Riverside
Additions

TRADE GIVEN CAREFUL AND PROMPT
ATTENTION.

to Mt. Vernon,
Ladies’Kid Button
Shoes, reduced from
.... * Ohio.
$4 to $1.
Men’s Calf Boots,
reduced from $3.50
to $1.
Boys’ Calf Boots,
ABOUT 20
reduced from $2.50
to 25 cents.
Men’s Button and
VET TO BI. SOLD.
Lace Shoes, reduced
On arriving at the cemetery the Knights from $2.50 to SI.
were halted and those having fl jral offerings
were separated into detachments and im
Ladies’ Bright
®^t*Apply promptly, unless called upon
mediately scattered themselves over dif
ferent parts of the cemetery where re- Grain Lace Shoes, re
posed their dead. When the work of dectil
Lza by the Citizens’ Committee, to
orating their dead brothers’graves was fin- ClUtett II 0111 $1.00 IO
ished the order assembled under the direction
75 cents.
S. H. PETERMAN,
of Col. Hunt and marched to the Eastern
part of the cemetery where the K. of P.
Infants
’
Shoes,
5
H. D. CRITCHFIELD,
service for the dead was read by the Chap
lain, Wm. H. Thompson. The service was to 10 cents.
or HOWARD HARPER.

S. RINGWALT.
Agents- STANDARD PAT TERNS.
'

Catalogue Free

on

Request

SERVICES AT THE CEMETERY.

exceedingly impressive and beautiful, as the
brotherhood stoed with uncovered heads
bowed to pay this tribute to the departed
brothers of the order, proving the loving
remembrance in which they held their dead.
IMITH’S

If taken according to dtrec- (
tions, will cure any case of]
Biliousness or Constipation. ]
One bottle aye., five bottles I
$i.gq. AU Druggists, or
{

J-

The above are only a few
samples of the

“AN EASY DOSE”

Unfailing Cure
For
Constipation
Biliousness
Indigestion
Torpid Liver
Sick Headache
And AU
Kindred Ills

SMITH & CO., New York

GRAND SALE OF ROCKERS!
At Prices Never Before Heard of in Mt.
+ Vernon + + + +

ROCKERS AS LOW AS 90 CENTS
at the

----

NEW FURNITURE STORE.

JOHN A. SPITZER,
116 South Main Street.

. . . AND ...

♦

In order to get it have made prices
that will interest you:
Good business suits.................................. .-.$3.50 and $3 75
All wool cassimere suits.............................................. 6.00
Black clay worsted, all wool, new sack...................... 8.50
Black clay worsted, all wool, long frock.................... 8.50
G. A. R., all wool, two set buttons............................. 8 50
Boys’ suits, nice goods................................................ 3.50
Children’8 suits, good thing........................................ 1.25
Men’s overalls, with or without bib, make and fit
guaranteed................................................................. 39
Men’s unlaundried white shirts, regular 50cgrade... .35
Full regular seamless cotton sock.................................. 05

One Frice Clothier, Hatter snd Furnither.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦« ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

MAIN STRET, NEAR GAMBIER.

Thursday^ Friday and Saturday,
June 25th, 26th and 27th.

|

a*

VANNATTA'S
H. C. Parker, Manager.

WE WANT YOUR TRADE

Our line of Bicycle Goods is the best
in the city.

That have been made, and
it is to your interest to call
early, as at such prices the
goods are bound to go.

. . FOR THREE DAYS ONLY . .

—
T. BENT COTTON,

Assignee’s Sale of Heal Es
tate.

Watc .es From $1.50 I’p.

A\D NOTICE

Call and see what you can
buy for little money in
Gents’ or Ladies’ W atches
at F. A. Clough & Co.’s.

TIIE BUSH TO

Just received some of the finest dinner
sets ever seen for the money. Fine thin
goods, warranted, and beautiful decora
tions. Sets that compare favorably
with any $25.00 set. ever 6o1d, and at
half the price. Stop and see them.
E. O. ARNOLD.

SCBIBHEft & CO.

ARE
ms ’Dm one me THEY
BEAUTIES
And that is

Customers know they can
purchase here:

Pure Paris Green,
Pure Lsondon Purple,
Pure Insect Powder.
Cliainherl&in’rf and Muuyon’s
Remedy.

Do you use Salt? and if you do, buy
the best No. 1 Fine Salt, $1.00 per bar
Mtt n yon’s Pamphlets Free—Call for
rel, at Warner W. Miller’s.
One.

CONSTIPATION,

The line of Men’s Women’s and

And all the evils that flow from that Children’s Shoes for Spring wear in all
condition. The remedy is
the newest and most stylish toes and

Rliauiiiiu Tonic.

It is not a patent medicine, but one
that has teen successfully used for the
Picture Frames made to TRY OUR SODA PHOSPHATE WlIH
relief of weakness of the bowels and
KOLA.
order at
connected troubles for over ten years.
Frank L. Beam’s.
Fireworks for 4th July Cheap.
Compounded and sold only at the drug
Come in. Boys.
Japanese mattings are one ol the
store of
nicest things of the age. Not like the
old fashioned matting. Finer, more
beautiful and more durable. You can
see the finest line of these goods at
No. 20 N. Main Street.
ARNOLD’S ever shown, and at. prices
from 10 cents to GO cents per yard.
Wed Side PaWie Spuare, It. Vernon, Ohio
Mt. Vernon, O.
Stop and see them.

SCRIBFO&CO.,

-- M---

ED. DEVER,

shades, and at prices that are lower
than the lowest. Call and see for your

self.
A full line of Trunks and Valises.
---- ?•>:-----

SILAS PARR
The Delineator of Fashions
In Fine Footwear. ♦ > ♦ «
No. 3 South Main St.

Kirk block.

I

L_ _ _ _ _ _ _
ITO HID.
All

Verbiage Ila*
Eliminated,

Been

M———

IN SILVER CONCLAVE.
Democratic State Convention
thusiastic tor White Metal.

En

FOR FREE SILVER .

Special Disp^ch to the Banneb J

The Fourteenth District
ColumbusT Ohio, June 24.—If ever the
Democracy Declare
masses found expression for their wishes,

they ate finding it today in the predomi
And Only the Xcw» Feat nance of the silver clement among the In Hiuging Hesoliit ions on
gathering clana of the Ohio Democracy.
the Question,
ure Retained.
The complete route of the gold men has
been decisive, and resolutions declaring Accompanied by an Instruction on
Eilthtnlag Strikes Residence In South
against the single gold standard were
the Subject to the Delegates to the
Vernon —Curtis Wagner Arrested
adopted by an overwhelming expression.
National
Convention—The Details of
For Attempted Itape—Grand Cele
The district delegate meetings were held
the Democratic Congressional Con
bration at Lake Hiawatha Park
last evening in the capital, and the list of
vention at Shelby.
July4-Andrcw' Shiirman Injured.
vice presidents and committeemen were
chosen. Col. W- A Taylor, the journalist,
THE RESOLUTIONS.
— Retail price: E^gs, 121; butter, 121.
who bas probably caused the Republican
Ilf are in favor ofthe immediate restoration
— Clarence Brown, of Newark, has ac
of silver as a money metal as it existed prior to
cepted a position with the Bell Telephone editors of Ohio more sleepless nights than 1873. with equal rights of coinage and full
any
other
man
extant,
was
chosen
tempor

equal
legal tender power with gold on the basis
Company, of this city.
of 16 ounces of silver to 1 ounce of gold, without
— The LeRoy sisters, who have been ary chairman, to succeed Hon John A. Mc awaiting
the wishes or consent of any other
quartered at the Park, will give a balloon Mahon, of Dayton.
nation on earth.
ascension at Centerburg, on July 4.
That the delegates this day selected to repre
Wben it came to permanent organization, sent »« at the National Democratic Convention
— Razor Blade, the tleet pacer, the prop
to
be
held al Chicago in July. 1896, be in
erly of Mr. James Berry, of Howard, won the silver men scored another victory in the structed
to secure the incorporation of these
second money in the 2:21 pace at Cleveland selection of Gen- A. J. Warner, of Marietta, resolutions in the platform adopted at said
last week.
for permanent chairman, and John A. Rule, convention.
— A chapter of the Daughters of the of Cincinnati, for permanent Secretary.
Tbe Banker was held bick three hoars
American Revolution, has been organize!
at Newark. Mrs. Edward Thomas, formerly Gen. Warner tepreiented the Marietta dis last Wednesday in order to get the result of
trict in Congress 14 years ago and has al the Democratic Congressional Convention
of this city, has been elected treasurer.
— August Remalspacher, a youth resid ways been foremost in forensic battle for at Shelby, and then simply, and in brief,
ing in the east end, accidentally shot him the while metal. John A. Rule was Secre only the action of the convention could be
self witti a revolver Saturday morning. In tary of the Democratic State Executive given.
The convention was a magnificent ga‘herflicting a painful wound in his left hand.
— Miss Mary Stauffer, while visiting Committee in 1882, when John O- Thomp ing and there was a large representation
from all the counties. Those from Knox
f iends in 8parta, last week, fell down son was Chairman.
stairs and broke an arm. She has been re
In the vat ious committees, the fourteenth were Messrs. F. O. Levering, Hugh Neal, L.
B Houck, J. W. Timms, Clark Irvine,
moved to the home of her parents in this district had the following representation;
John M. Blocher, W. D. Banning, Noah W.
City.
Vice Piesident, A. A. Whitney, of Mor Allen, Frank Harper, Dr. Dariing, Dr.
— Thursday was Grange day at the Park,
Welker, George Rumrnel and Headly Craft.
row,
aod a large crowd was in attendance. The
On the traiu going to Shelby tbe Koox
Credentials, Chas. S. Fergnson, of Ix>rain.
Central Corners band was present and en
livened the day by several excellent rendi
Permanent Organization, I*. J. Donivan, county delegates, in order to facilitate mat
ters, held a meeting and selected members
tions.
of Morrow.
of the several committees, but upon arriving
— Mr. Will Baker, of this city, last wok
State Central Committee, Frauk T. Mer at Shelby it was found that places of meet
presented to Sid Livingston, of Newark, a
ing had been assigned tbe several counties
fine Virginia fox hound. Sid meets Baker cer, of Knox.
by the Committee on Arrangements, and
with a tally-ho whenever he goes to Newark
Res ilutions, H. L. Siewart.of Huron.
Knox county delegates went to the Mayor’s
now.
Rules, C. I. Goard, of Ashland.
office, where they found badges awaiting
— The Bell Telephone Company has un
The convention has been prolonged be them.
a line to Mr. Ball s, which connection en
After completing tbe county organization
ables the many friends of Miss Bryant to yond the hour of going to press, so that the
obtain frequent information as to her condi Banker is unable to give the ticket nom the announcement was made that Hon.
John K Haiden had lent a written refusal
tion.
inated.
to stand as a candidate for the nomination
— The fire department was called to
for Congressthe C. A. & C. tracks, Tuursdey noon,
THE SOCIAL SWIM.
“Well, boys,” remarked Mr. Lew Houck,
where a box car had become ignited from a
“Knox county ought to go into that con
locomotive spark. The blaze was easily ex
Mrs Dudley Browning is vieiting friends vention and strike for one of the honors.
tinguished.
in Cleveland.
We are as much entitled to them a9 any
— This ci ty will celebrate the “galorious”
Miss Julia Neil, of Columbus, is the guest other county, and oughtn't to be backward
Fourth at I.ake Hiawatha Park, and all the
of Miss Elinor K’rkabout saying so, either.”
stores in the city will close at eleven
Miss Edith Curtis is the guest of Dr- and
Mr. Houck's remarks were endorted by
o'clock in order that everybody may have a
Mrs. Baldwin, of Newark.
every person present.
chance to celebrate.
Mr. Will J. Henly, of Cleveland, visited
‘‘Well, what shall we go after?” asked
— Mr. Wm. H. Thompson has relumed
Mr. Hugh Neal.
from Newark, where he has been in attend his parents here last week.
Mis-C. N. Cotton, of Gallop, N. M , is in
“Why note Delegateship to tbe Chicago
ance at the State Convention of the Nation,
Convention?” queried Mr. Houck.
al Union. Mr- Thompson was chosen a the city, the gueet of friends.
Dr. P H Cosner, of Bladensburg, was a
“That’s tbe thing!” remarked the boys.
member of the Executive Board.
business
visitor here Tuesday.
‘I propose tbat Knox county present tbe
— Curtisa Wagner, of Middlebury town
Mr. Frank West, of St- Louis, Mo., is the name of Frank Harper to the convention
ship, was last week arrested on a charge of
as a candidate for Delegate,” moved Mr.
bastardy, preferred by Miss Jennie Singer. guest of his father, Mr. Richard West.
Miss Wanda Follett, of Cincinnati, is the Hugh Neel. The motion was put and
He was taken before 'Squire Johnson, of
unanimously carried, and Mr. Harper
Fredericktown, Friday, and released on guest of Miss Ada Curtis, at Round Hill.
The Kokoeing Club will give the third of agreed to accede to the wishes of the dele
$500 bond for his appearance there Wednes
their
series
of
doncei
at
the
Park,
this
eve

day.
gates from Knox.
— Lightning struck the residence of G. R. ning.
Tbe convention was called to order at
Mr. Geo C- Ralston, of Cincinnati, ia in 11:30 o'clock for preliminary organization,
White, of South Vernon, Sunday afternoon,
the
city,
the
guest
of
his
brother,
Mr.
W.
H.
doing considerable damage. The chimney
and Hon. James P. Seward, of Richland,
was completely demolished and a number Ralston.
was chosen Temporary Chairman, and I
Rev Wm. Thompson, of Pittsburg, W. Thomas, of Ashland, Secretary.
of shingles torn off. The plastering on a
number of rooms was shattered and the bas been the gaest of Mr. and Mrs. J. S
Tbe roll of counties was called and the
Ringwall.
wall paper ruined.
following committees were reported: Per
Miss Lanra E. Little, of Cleveland, stop manent organization—T. P. Farquhar,
— The annual picnic and outing of the
employes of the C. A G. Cooper Co , at Min- ped over a few hours with friends in the Ashland; Hugh Neal, Knox; M. J. Alton,
eva Park, Saturday, was a pleasent day for city, Monday.
Lorain; W. C. Bennett, Morrow; James
M isa Marne DeCamp, who has been the Wortheo, Huron; C. B Hines, Richland.
all those who accompanied the excursion.
About GCO people from here went. The day guest of Miss Fannie Thompson, ratuined
Rales and order of business—W. A. Weywas spent in races, base ball, tug of war, and to Mansfield Tuesday.
gandt, Ashland; E. J. Huston, Huron;
Mrs. C. C. blather bas gone to Jelloway, Frank Harper, Knox;W. J. Krebbs, Lorain,
other amusements.
— The Rev. D- F. Davies, for the past where she will remain for two weeks visit J. B. Rinehart, Morrow; J. M. Hunter,
four years rector of Giace Episcopal church ing friends and relatives.
Richland.
Mr. John Coup, who has been spending
in Mansfield, bas tendered bis resignation,
Credentials—W. F. Guthrie, Ashland; R.
by reason of bis election to the chair of the past few weeks with relatives near Ak 8. 8illtman, Huron, J. W. Timms, Knox;
dogmatic and moral theology in Kenyon ron, has returned to the city.
W. F. Cole, Lorain,- O. W. Nail, Morrow;
Manager J. Ed. Boyle, of the W. U. Tele W. H. Bowers, Richland.
Theological seminary at Gambier, to which
graph Co., has returner! from his western
institution he will go Sept. 1.
Resolutions—J. L. Devor, Ashland; H— Word bas been received in this city trip, greatly improved in health.
L. Stewart, Huron; L. B. Houck, Knox; J.
Lieutenant
Lanning
Parsons,
recently
that Misa Victoria LeRoy, who has but
B. See race, Lorain; A. A. Gardner, Morrow;
recently recovered from the serious injuries graduated from the U. 8. M. A, at West J. P. 8eward, Richland.
she received while making a balloon ascen- Point N. Y„ was in the city Saturday.
Congressional Committee—W. T. Devor,
Mr. W.-W. Miller and wife and. Mr. Rus Ashland; E. W. Vale, Huron; L. B. Houck,
aion at the Park, on opening day, was
seriously injured while making an ascension sell J. Ash are in Cleveland this week at Knox; C. E. Campbell, Lorain, J. A. Wil
tending the meeting of the Sliriuers.
at Ft. Wayne, Ind , Sunday.
helm, Morrow; P. J. Wigton, Richland.
Gen. C. C. Howells, of Nashville, Tenn.,
— A pretty doub'e wedd'og occured at
After tbe announcement of committees
stopped
over
Sunday
ia
the
city
with
his
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. A J. Tilton,
tbe convention took a recess until 1:30
near Bangs, on June 17. Their two dangh> family. He was on bis way to New York. p. m.
Miss Vivian Ebersole baa returned to her
ters. L<zzie and Bartba, were united in the
At 1:30 o'clock the covention was called
holy bonds to James Burson and Harry home in Columbus, after a pleasant visit to order and the reports of the various com
Bullock. The ceremony was performed on with Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Stevens, N. Gay mittees were presented. Mr. L. B. Houck,
the porch under a bower of lilies, by Rev. S. street.
of Knox, was named for Permanent Chair
Mrs. T,aura Whiteside bas returned from man, and Mr. F- C. Mahan, of Huron, for
T. Allen.
— 8unday morning as Robert M. Gre r St. Mary's of the 8prings, Columbus, Ohio, Secretary.
and son were driving toward home along and is spend;ng the vacation with ber
Upon assuming tbe cha5-, Mr. Houck
the B. <fc O. tracks south of the city, the mother.
made a Magnificent speech, and his elo
Mr. Bruce Pell, of Loudonville, was the quence stirred up the greatest enthusiasm.
horse became frightened and started to run.
It dashed across the viaduct and north on guest of friends in the city. Sunday. Mr. Time and time again be was interrupted
Main sl eet at a rapid pace, but was finally Pell contemplates the practice of dentistry with applause, and bis reference to the res
in this city.
stopped on Monument Square.
toration of silver to tbe position it occupied
Mrs. Ma.y Jackson, of Mt. Liberty, ar.d prior to 1673 brought forth roof-raising
— An exchange wound up a compliment
to a young school ma'am with a good word Mrs. Minnie Jackson, of Columbus, are <he cheering.
nbojt “the reputation for teaching she goes* i of Recorder and Mrs C. C. Jackson,
Senator Stewart, of Huron, on behalf of
bet**3.” The ne:.t day tbeschoolraa’am met E. Chestnut street.
the Committee on Resolutions, made the
Miss Francis Lippett, of London, 0., ar.d following repoti:
the editor, and chased him down the street
wilh a blue umbrella, and at every jump in Miss Eva Lippett. of Plymouth, Ind., are
We are in favor of the immediate restora
Hie road she screamed that she had never the guests of their biother, Mr. Turner tion of silver as a money metal as it existed
Lippett, of this city
prior to 1873. with equal rights of coinage
taught a “she bear” in her life.
Master Louie Beirdslee, accompanied by and full equal legal tender power wilh gold
— The Mt. Veruon News has been mak
on the basis of 16 ounces of silver to 1 ounce
ing a vigorous attack on the work of the bia parents, Mr. and Mrs J. B- Beardslee, of gold, witbout awaiting tbe wishes or con
tax ioqu'stors. In First Timothy,1st chapter arrived home f*om Notre Dame University, sent of any other nation on earth.
That the delegates this day selected to
and 9:h verse we read: ‘Knowiog this, Tnursday, for the summer vacation.
Mr. Charles Yonng and Miss Blanche represent us at tbe National Democratic
that the law is not made for a righteous
Convention to be held at Chicago in July,
man but for the lawless and disobedient, for Welsbymer, an accomplished and charming 1896, be instructed to secure the incorpora
young
lady
of
this
city,
were
quietly
mar

tion of these resolutions in the platform
the ungodly and for sinners.’* Comment is
ried by Rev.Turner, at his home, Thursday adopted at said convention.
needless.—Fredericktown Free Press.
When the above resolutions were read
— Before the sale of the Cooper lots closes, evening.
Rev. John Dowds, formerly of this city, there could be no doubt as to how the con
it would not be inadvisable for the city
hoard of education to secure grounds for a was married in Tiffin Tuesday, to Miss Eva vention stood on tbe money question, as
West end school house, which will be a Lutz, of that city. The bride and gnon there was such a storm of demonstrative
necessity with the increased population, in are the guests of Rev. Dowds' parents in approval tbat it was some time before quiet
could be restored and tbe motion put by
that locality. By purchasing now they will tins city.
Dr. John H. Nicols, of Mansfield, and Cnairman Houck on tbe adoption, but wben
obtain a double advantage, that of aidiog
a worthy industry, and secaring the land Mies Bertha Trott, of this city, were mar it was put there came from the mouths of
at a less figure than it will be possible to ried by Rev. A. B. Williams last week. The the delegates a mighty and prolonged
happy couple will begin married life in “Aye!”
purchase it later on.
— The Star Lecture Course committee Mansfield.
The Convention was ready for nomina
Mr. Thomas Bunn son of Mr. Alden Bunn, tions, and tbe first thing in order was the
have decided on three lectures and two
concerts for next year's course, as follows, of this city, and Miss Nettie Rose, of Mans choosing of a candidate for Presidential
the opening lecture to occur on October 21, field, were married in that city last week Elector. The call of the roll brought out
by Lieutenant R. E. Peary: Leut. R. E. They were given a reception on Thursday one aspirant—Mr. Peter Herman, a farmer,
l’eary, U.S. N. explorer; Miss Mary Proctor, evening, by Miss Ida Bunn, at her home on of Huron county, and he was nominated
of New York, daughter of the celebrated E. Chestnut street.
unanimously. A delegate from Ashland,
On June 24 and 25 the R <t O. R. R. will John S. Rohrer, was anxious to know
astronomer; Royal Entertainment Co., of N.
Y ; Rev. Thomas Dixon, Jr., of New York; sell excursion tickets to Zanesville, Ohio, at where Mr. Herman stood on the silver
and the Swedish Quartet Grand Concert rate of one fare for the round trip, account qnertion, and Mr. Herman arose from his
the Veteran Association of 97th Regiment, seat in tbe Huron county delegation, and
Co*, of Boston.
— An announcement of importance to O. V. I. Tickets will be good for return soon satisfied Delegate Rohrer and every
,arsons contemplating the purchase of until Jane 26, 1896.
body else that be was all right.
Mr. W.C. Macfadden, of Fargo. North
rockers will be found on the second page of
Then came the nomination of a candidate
this issue of the Banker that should not be Dakota, Connly Treasurer of Casa connty, for Congress. Three names were presented
overlookel. John A. Spitzer, the new arrived here Saturday night for a visit of a —James J. Marguire and 8 S. Bloom, of
furniture dealer, at No. 116 8outb Main week or ten days with relatives. He was Richland, and Johu B. Coffinbet j, of Lo
street, will, on Thursday, Friday and Sat accompanied by Mr. Walter W. Smith, also rain- Mr. Bloom withdrew his name on
urday, of this week, make a special sale of of Fargo, aod both went to Cleveland Mon the ground that be was not fully in line
rockers, and the sale will last for only the day, to attend the Imperial Council of th'e with the party on the money resolution
three days mentioned. He offers rockers as Mystic Shrine, in which they represented adopted by tbe Convention.
El Zagal Temple, of Fargo.
low as 90 centsTbe Richland delegation asked leave to
— The disagreable and continued rain
ret’re for ten minutes, which request was
tbioughout the ent’re day on Tuesday,
granted, and when they returned to the
SILENT MAJORITY.
necessitated the postponeme it of the obser
ball they withdrew tbe name of Mr. Ms
vance of Royal Arcanem Dav at the Park.
gu’re as a candidate- This left tbe track
DZLLA PEN (I OK WOOD,
The committee in charge have ananged The estimable wife of Cues. J. Penborwood, unobstructed for Mr. Co ffi ubet ry, and be
with Manager Chase to have a Royal Ar dud at ber home in Howard, Jane 18, 18C6, was nominated with a hvt.ah. The nomi.
canum Festival, on Friday, of this week, aged 34 years, 7 months 18 days. She is nee was called for, and Chapman Houck
afternoon and evenirg. The exercises will survived by a husband and two children, appointed a committee of three to esco..
be in the Auditorium, commencing at 6 Claude D., aged 16, and Nellie M., aged 9. him to the stage.
o'clock, and at 8.30 there will be the grand Deceased was a devoted wife, a kind and
Mr- Cofflnber.y was ws-mly received by
est display of fireworks ever witnessed at loving mother and a devout Curistian,being the Convention, and made a neat speech of
the Park.
a member of the Methodist chnrch. The acceptance, in which be made a splendid
— Representatives from Utica, Lock, Mt. funeral services took place Saturday after impression on tbe Convention. His srate
Ve. ion and Centerburg, met near Lock noon at the Howard chnrcb, and inter ment in favor of **ee coinage and bis decla
last SaturJai’, fur a shooting match with ment was made at Millwood, Rev. Hastley lion that he was going 'n to win, were ap
tides. The distance was fifty yards and on officiating.
pleaded to the echo.
account of the inclement weather it was
Next cime tbe election of two delegates
decided to shoot with rest. Mr. J. C- Coe
and two alternates to tbe Democratic Na
M’”- KOAH NYHA8T,
handed us the following retort: Harvey
Residing two miles sonth of Greersx'llt, tional Convention, and it was ag.ced that
Chrisman 75, C. C. Biugh 81, H. Bell 67,
died at ber home Saturday evening- She is the order should be to elect a delegate then
J. C. Coe 93, C. J. Updike 82, B. Crow 6b
survived by a husband and five small an rlternate, next a delegate and alternate
Harmon Dabolt 93. G- Shoefelt 76, I. N. Coe
The roll of counties was called for the
76. John Litzenburg 86, Eli Hollister 81.— children. The funeral occr .ed Monday at presentation of names, and '*»e following
Wealey chapel.
Centerburg Gazette.
nomina'ions were made:
— Andrew Shurman, a young man whose
Ashland county—John B. Beard, by
home is in Centerburg, was seriously in
Public J Ibrary
Judge Campbell.
jured while in attendance at the Center
Mrs. Charles Cooper bas donated to the
Knox—Frank Harper, by Hugh Neal.
burg stock rale last week. Mr. Shur- Public Library Mrs. Eddy’s work on Chris
Lorain—Grant B. Holliday, by 8. C. Gar
man's horse balked and to remedy matters
tian Science—“Science and Health.” Mrs. re t.
Shurman struck him with his whip. The
Richland—Augustas A. Douglas, by J. P,
horse retaliated by kicking its driver Charles D. Seeberger, of Chicago, recently
under the chin and running off. In tuni presented seven handsome volumes to the Seward.
ng a c< roer Shurman was thrown out of library—Dr. Lord's “Beacon Lights of His
Richland—Thomas Y. McCray, by C. E
he buggy. When picked up it was found tory.” Miss Lucia Seeberger gave six vol
McBride.
that his nose was broken and his upper jaw
Two ballots were necessary for a ohoice
bone was also "ractured. m __ -- -------- _ umes of Macmillan’s * Stories for Girls.”

SUE WILL utcoitn.

the selection falling to Frank Harper.
For alternates two names were presented;
Noah W. Allen, of Knox, and Judson A.
Wilhelm, of Morrow. Mr. Allen withdrew
his name and Mr. Wilhelm wa9 unani Hope* arc low Entertain
mously nominated.
ed tor Misa Kry ant.
The roll was then called for the selection
of the other delegate and each county cast
its vote for Grant B. Holliday.
For alternate, Richland presented the Mrs. llo.*eiitliall Still in
name of Joseph Hunter and he was unani
Serious Condition.
mously nominated.
The usual motion was made authorizing
the committee to fill any vacancy tbat Miss Bryant Became Rational Satr-day and Called for Food—Incidents
might occur; and after the adoption of a
resolution thanking the people of Shelby for
of the Catastrophe—Engineer Long
their hospitality, the Convention was de
shore’s Story—Bliss Bryant Not Per
clared adjourned by Chairman Houck.

KINDERGARTEN CLOSING.
Miss

McGrew Closes a Successful
Year’s Work in This City.

The closing exercises of Miss McGrew’s
kindergarten occurred in her rooms in the
Larimore flats Thursday morning. The
exercises were well rendered and fully ex
emplified the excellent training which tbe
pupils had been given, The program was
as follows:
Marching exercise......... ...................... Pupils
Morning talk—Flowers
Miss McGrew and pupils
“A Box of Smiles”-..... .......... Allen Wilber
Recitation................ ........... Leland Arnold
Song........ ....... ......... .— ........ Pussy Willow
(Leland Arnold
J Allen Wilber
Song—“Spring's Call”..
| Louise Sporty
[ Louise Arndt
mitted to Talk.
Farewell 8ong.............. ..................... Pupils
Hiawatha Notes.
Miss Grew will return to ber borne in
Thursday of this week will he “Colum
The sad fatality of last week still con Mansfield for tbe summer vacation, but will
bus Baptist Day” at the Park, seven
return in September to resume her kinder,
churches and Sabbath schools of that city tinues to be a fruitful souros of conversa
garten work.
coming over on special train to bold their tion all over the city. There has perhaps
been no tragedy within recent years which
annual union picnic.
THREE NEW DANCES.
On Friday tbe Disciple church and Sun has caused such universal sorrow, owing to
day school, of this city, will enjoy their the prominence of the victims. Two of
them, teachers in the public schools, where What the Dancing Masters Ag.'ee for
annual outing at tbe Park
Us to Use Next Winter.
Hiawatha Theater is closed this week, the characters are moulded that will here
Prof. Hawkins recently returned from the
but will open next Monday evening for one after shape the public destiny, ruthlessly
week, with the Bartou Comedy Co., which torn from a circle of youthful devotees and Convention of the National Association of
is one of the best organizations on the road. admirers, is not so bad from the mere fact Dancing Masters at Pittsburg, where be was
The Convention ad
This company was engaged by the Park of their absence, but the horrible manner of elected President.
management through F. D. Coyle A Co-, of tbeir taking off will lastingly impress those journed after favorably recommending
New York City, which is sufficient guaran youthful minds who were wont to look to three new dances. Seven others were re
tee of their ability to entertain. The them for inspiration. And perhaps net jected.
Tha three adopted are tbe “National Ga
company consists of the eccentric sketch favorably.
The exact causes of the accident will vot,” tbe “Labean Quadrille” aud the
artists, Ed. R. and Lillian Barton, in 20th
century ideas; the high class musical come doubtless never be known. The mystery of “Varsity Gavot.”
In the “National Gavot,” after the courte
dians. Geo. Fredo and Mart Griffin, in itcontinues as deep as it was on the night of
Fun in a Music Shop;” the fascinating its occurrence This much is known, that sy, tbe dancer takes small, graceful steps,
aerio comic, Mils Lillian Barton; the Cale the party was headed toward the East, and tbeu a quick marching movement. It con
donian duo, Morris Whippier and Jennie as they approached the t.-acks bad a clear cludes with a waltz.
Tbe “Laheau Quadrille” ia of tbe minnet
Richert, in character songs and double view to the North for almost a half a mile.
sword dance, the entertainment to conclude According to Marcas Rosenthall’s story, order, embodying the Newport and two
they saw tbe approaching train,but thought step.
with a strong musical farce.
The “Varsity Gavot” begins with the reg
The Bartons will play every night next they had time to cross. His story ceases at
week, with enti-e changes in program. this point, if he was thrown from the car ular gavot movement into a balancing step,
Also matii.ees on Thursday and Saturday riage, as is claimed and generally accepted, then into a glide, making a pretty combina
afternoons. No charge for admission to this upsets the theory that tbe horse ran tion.
into the train.
theater, except on July 2d and 4th.
THE TRAVELERS’ BONANZA.
A party of gentlemen from this city, who
bad gone up the river on a fishing expedi
Cheap Rates Offered Tourists Who
tion, were returning several eveniDgs later
Desire to Travel During Summer.
and made it convenient to touch Ball’s
For the Benevolent and Protective Order
Interesting Notes for the Bi* crossing on their way. No. 8, the limited
of
Elks, Cincinnati, O., July 7 to 9tb, 1896.
express
which
wrought
such,
havoc
with
the
cycle Man and Maid.
carriage and its occupants, was about due. the C., A. A C- railway will sell excursion
tickets to Cincinnati, O., and return, at rate
Good Local Organization of W Iiecl- They concluded to wait and watch the train
go by. Noting its approach they took out of one fare for tbe round trip. Tickets on
men I*npor* '.nt—Other Gossip
their watches and from the time tbe whistle s sale July 5th and 6th, good going only
Gathered Here and There.
shrill blast was heard until tha train shot on date of sale and good returning until
by the crossing, just twelve seconds had July 12tb, inclusive. Fare from Mt. Vernon.
The phrase, “all the town's a wheeling,” elapsed- The signal post is located fifteen $4.75.
For the Veteran Association of 97th Regi
:onld not be strictly applicable to Mt. Ver hundred feet from the crossing, the observa
non, and yet reconcile itself to certain tion showing that the speed of the train ment. O. V. I. meeting, Zanesville, O., June
x>mmandments written long ago on tab was approximately a mile a minute. How 27, 1896, tbe C., A. A C. railway will sell ex.
lets of stone, which laid strictures on tbe ever, on the night in question it is claimed cursion tickets to Zanesville, O., and return
txabit so rue good old patriarchs had of that no warning blast of tbe whistle was on Jane 24th and 25, at rate of one fare tor
itretching the truth. But a goodly number given upon the train’s approach to the cross the round trip. Tickets good going only
io ride, and there will yet be more. How ing. A gentleman who had driven to a on date of sale and good returning not later
>ver, tbe riding is not confined to the male tenant’s house on the Ball farm, claims than June 26th.
For tbe Democratic 8tate Convention of
portion of tbe civil body politic alone. that as he heard the train approach he left
3uite a number of tbe gentler sex are daily the house and went to the roadside where Ohio, Columbus, O., Jane 23, 1896, »be
seen skimming along on tbe noiseless his horse was hitched. He is positive in C., A. A C- railway will sell excursion
deed. One of tbe most graceful riders in his statement that the engineer failed to tickets to Columbus and return at rate of
one fare for the round trip. Tickets on sale
tbe city is Mrs. B. M. Critchfield, wife of give warning.
tbe Piobate Judge. Mrs. W. H. Pratt is
The story of Henry Longshore, engineer June 22 and 23. Good going only on date
ilso a devotee of tbe wheel.
on the illfa'ed train,that the horse was run of sale and good returning not later than
ning away and ran into thetrain,i9 not gen June 24th.
Several attempts have been made to or
For tbe League of American Wheelmen
erally accepted- Persons who were familiar
ganize a wheel club, but so far with indiffer
with the animal say that he was a docile ’ of Ohio meeting, Dayton, O-, July 2d to 5th,
ent success. There are several things to
beast and not given to ungovernable flights. the C , A. A C- railway will sell excursion
zommend such an organization, not the
Besides, no animal, however docile,is liable tickets to Dayton and return at rate of a
least of which is self preservation. For the
to run squarely into a moving train. There fare and third for tbe round trip. Tickets
benefit of those who are interested in the
was evidence of blood on the drivers, but on sale July 1st to 2d, good going only on
nt of wheeling, the Banker has collected
none on the pilot or pony trucks, which ia date of sale and good returning until Jaly
^aite a cumber of interesting little items,
given as an argument in favor of the 6th inclusive.
which it presents below for tbeir edifica
engineer's story. Any one at all familiar
Accused of Attempted Rape.
tion:
with the construction of a locomotive,
A rather sensational cate was brought in
How would you like to go out for a knows that it would have been impossible Justice Barker’s court last week. Miss May
morning spin on tbe kind of vehicle Web for the carriage to have been jerked parallel Williams, an eighteen year old miss, resid
ster defines for a velocipede, which was the wilh the train and Miss Pitkin thrown ing in Jackson township, south of Bladens
original type of the present bicycle? “Ve under the drivers.
burg, caused a warrant to be issued for tbe
Miss Bryant became rational Saturday arrest of Virgil Wolfe, on tbe charge of
locipede- A cairiage for one person, having
two wheels placed one before tbe other in afternoon and talked concerning the ac attempted rape. Tbe officers were unable
the same line and connected by a beam, on cident. She corroborated the report that to find the young man on Tuesday, but on
which the person sits astride, and propels she threw Marcus Rosenthall from the Thursday be came in and gave bimself up.
the vehicle by striking the tips of his toes carriage, but owing to her weak condition He was released on $500 bond, given by his
was not permitted by the physicians to dis father and Hon. W. C. Cooper, and hearing
against the earth.”
cuss the details of the affair. On Sunday set for July 10. The accused, who ia the
The following, taken from that bright morning she asked for a slice of bread and
little publication, ‘‘Wheel Talk,” should cup of coffee, which was given her and son of John Wolfe, a wealthy farmer,
appeal to cyclists who have the good of which Bhe ate with a relish? She has been claims tbat the case is purely blackmail.
their wheel-riding brethren at heart: “In kept in ignorance ot the fate of ter compan
these days of cheap and accurate cyclome ions.
ters every wheel should be equipped with
The remains of Miss Pitkin, as indicated
one of these instiaments. It affords a great in last week's Bakkeb, were taken to Bran Exercises Concluded With Senior Re
deal of instruction to tbe rider, and in turn don for burial Thursday afternoon. A con
ception, Thursday Evening.
enables him to impart useful information to course of sorrowing friends attend the ser
others. Inquiries as to distance in the im vices at the Pre3byteriafi church, msny of
mediate vicinity of home meets with decid whom accompanied tbe remains to their The College and Grounds Now Pre
sent a Deserted Appearanceedly hazy answers as a rule. Keeping a final resting place.
little record of distances and the proper
President Pierce Installed.
The remains of Henry Rosenthall were
tarns, will be of great use to yourself and taken to Philadelphia Thursday evening
others. Tbe pleasure of imparting informa and given Jewish burial on Saturday.
For the sixty eighth time, the classic
tion to your brother wheelmen, who may
Mrs. Rosenthall’s condition remains about doors of Kenyon college have swung aside
go astray, should amply reward you for all the same. It is feared that it may yet be to permit the sixty eighth graduating class
trouble incurred in acquiring it.”
of that institution to step across its theshold.
necessary to amputate the left arm.
The exercises occurred on Thursday and
coroner
’
s
inquest
.
Jt is reported tbat a trust with a capital of
Coroner Blair began the inquest on Satur were attended by a large and cultured au
110,000,000 is being formed to manufacture
bicycles and control tbe trade in “wheels” day and concluded it on Monday. The first dience.
Tha exercises proper began on Thursday
witness was A. J. Ball, near whose home
throughout the United States.
The rumors are not unreasonable for if a the accident occurred. His story is not morning with prayer in tbe chapel, by Rev
concern with tbat large capital were ably materially different from that he has already H. M Denelow, after which the faculty and
managed, great profits would be secured. been quoted as saying. He denies that the graduating class, accompanied by tbe stu
Toledo, Ohio, and Worcester, Mass, are whistle was sounded at the signal post. He dents and visitors, repaired to Rosse Hall.
Bpoken of as possibly headquarters for tbe heard the danger signal sounded when the Tbe large auditorium, which had been beau
train was near the crossing, then he heard tifully decorated for tbe occasion, was
company’s business.
crowded to its utmost capacity. Tbe
the train come to a stop.
It is asserted tbat the house of Singer A
Wm. T. Francis, the conductor, stated graduating class consisted of twenty six
Co., Limited, bas decided to withdraw from that he lived in Chicago Junction, being members, as follows:
the bicycle business in the United States- If conductor on Nos 7 aud 8. On tbeeveniog
Bachelor of arts—C. Wilson Baker, Mt.
this is trus, tbe 8inger Co. will be the sec of June 16, they left Chicago Junction at Vernon; George Lather Clark, Lytle; Charles
ond British firm to withdraw from the six o'clock. Heard tbe whistle signal given Follett, Cincinnati; Robert B. B. Foote,
American bicycle field.
for Ball's crossing, later heard the danger Cincinnati; H. H. Kennedy, Zanesville; W.
Tbe other case was tbat of the Raleigh signal given and felt the emergency brakes C. Lee, Manhattan, Kan.: John O'Fallon
Cycle company, who have long done a applied. He was riding in ‘he baggage car Little, Zanesville; Edwin B Redhead, Ash
prosperous business in Great Britain, but at the time. The train stopped about 700 tabula; John A. Sipber, Medina; Manley H
did not find their transaction in this country feet 8outh of the crossing and he came back Thompson, Zanesville; David W. Thornberry, Cleveland; Herbert Frith Williams,
of a satisfactoiy kind.
and assisted in removing the injared.
Monroeville
Perhaps
the
most
important
testimony
A very famous maker of cycle lamps says
Bachelor of science—Oscar Sherman
taken
was
tbat
of
Henry
C.
Longshore,
the
tbat before using a new wick tbe cotton
Adams, Gambier; Herbert A. Barber, Wau
engineer.
He
lives
in
Newark
and
runs
on
should be soaked for some hours in ordina
seon; George Henry Echerle, Xenia; How
ry vinegar and then carefully dried. He engine No. 759. Stated that be was pulling ard Hoi len bach, Wellington; Edgar Gilbert
No.
8
on
the
evening
of
June
16.
As
they
says that a wick so treated will give a much
Martin, Norwalk.
whiter flame tban wben tbe wick is nsed as approached Ball's crossing ha gave the
Bachelor ot philosophy—Levi H Bar
received from tbe makers. For use in a regnlar warning, consisting of two long and nett, 8pringfield; John J. Hyatt, Jelloway;
two
short
blasts
of
the
whistleA
moment
cycle lamp tbe vtick should never be used
Henry Clinton Jacobs, Gambier; Albert
more than three inches long otherwise it later he saw a carriage about 40 feet away Neilson Slayton, Springfield; Harold Stiles,
occupies space intended for oil, and the approaching from the West, the horse going Richwood; EJgar Jones White, Gambier,
pores of tha wick seem to congest,so that tbe at a rapid gait. He sonnded tbe danger Erie R. Wilson, Marion.
light given is poor in quality and the flame signal, and applied the brakes. The train
The honors of tbs class were as follows:
smoky. In default of any specially pre had a speed of fifty miles an hour. The Oscar Sherwood Adams, first; John A.
horse
ran
into
the
engine.
Felt
the
crash
pared cycle burning oil. use colza oil,with a
Sipher, second; George Luther Clark, third;
very small piece of camphor dissolved in it- and stopped the train. He did not go back Robert B. B. Foote, fourth.
to
see
what
was
done.
Eitber of tbe oils will be improved by
Tbe first speaker was John A. 8ipber, se
E- R. Gray, brakeman did not testify to
the adm ~tureof just a dash of kerosene.
anything that had not been stated by cond honor, who delivered a salutato y
oration on “Helen and Guinevere.” Chas.
Bicycling develops the muscles, expands Francis or Longshore.
A. Follet spoke on “Inter-National Arbitra
Burton
E.
Beach
was
upstairs
in
the
Ball
the lungs, trains tbe eye and the hand, and
tion.” “8t. France's of Assisi,” oration, by
residence
at
the
time,
preparing
to
retire.
cultivates alertness and self-assurance- It
Albert N. Slayton. “The Great Triumvirate
combines pleasure with duty, for ezercise ia Saw tbe train pass by, but did not hear the in tbe United States Senate”—Clay, Calhoun
signal
given.
a duty, the neglect of which brings down
The testimony given by Wm. Lemley and and Webster—Oration, Martin Myers. “A
in tbe end heavy penalties upon tbe deli
H- W- Higbee strongly contradicts the state New Reformation,” first honor, valedictory,
quent. But exercise taken in excess ;s an ments made by tbe engineer. Higbee had by Oscar 8. Clark.
evil at tbe other extreme, and should be driven a colt to Lemley’s, which is north of
Honorary degrees were conferred as fol
ca’^.ully guarded. It ia better to walk a tbe Balt residence, near the sigaal post.
lows: By the faculty of Bexley Theological
Wben
they
heard
tbe
approach
of
the
train
steep hill than to ride if the riding over they went to tbe roadside to watch the
seminary—Doctor ol Divinity on Rev. R.
taxes the bodily powers. It is better to fall horse. On account of their nearness to the
W. McCune of Philadelphia- By tbe facul
behind one’s companions than to keep pace signal post Higbee took hold of tlie bridle
ty of Kenyon college—Master of Arts in
with them and overheat tlie blood or impose lest tbe animal should be undu iy frighten
at the sound of tbe whistle. Tbey both course on Frank A. Yauger, A. B. ’93, Doc
undue labor upon tha heart or lungs. Toe ed
stated tbat no warning signal was given.
tor of Laws on Charles Edward Burr of Co
wisest course for one to pursue is that of
lumbus and John Brookes Leavitt of New
moderation, to the end that he may pre
Well Known In Mt. Vernon.
York city; Doctor of letters on George C. 8
serve bis vitality, improvs his health and
The many friends in thiscity of Capt. E. Southworth of 8alem; Master of Arts on
prolong bis days of usefulness.
U. Wiedler, of Company H., Seventeenth Rev. H. M. Denslow of Gambier and Bach
elor of Arts on John A. Stnitton of Nor
Screwing and unscrewing nnta and bolts Infant./, O. N. G , of Chillicothe, will be
walk.
interested
In
tbe
following
item
taken
from
never benefits a machine. Loosen and alter
After the graduating exercises were over,
them only wben it is absolutely necessa y the Chillicothe coi.espondenes of the Co
and degrees were conferred, tbe newly
for you to do so. See that both t»*e at all lumbus Dispatch:
noon on Wednesday was celebrated elected President, Prof. William Foster
times (crewed up tightly. Fsilve to do theAtmarriage
of Miss Grace SPmmel to Pierce, was inaugurated.
this may result injuiy to both the machine Cap tin E- U. Wiedler. The bride ia the
The retiring President, Dr. Theodora
daughter
of
Mr.
E. R. Stimmel, proprietor
and yourself.
of the Baltimore hotel. The groom is City Sterling, in a few timely remarks, formally
of the firm of Mayo A Weidl&r. banded tbe presidency over to Bishop Boyd
Wolverion did as be usually does yester Solicitor,
his law partner being Hun. Archibald Vincent, president of the Boasd of Trustees
day. Wben he is given a chance and afford Mayo. He is the commanding officer of who accepted the charge in a dignified
ed decent support, he pitches excellent ball Company H, Seventeenth Infantry, 0. N. manner. He referred to the excellent man
In the four innings be pitched not a Tiger G., and is very popular. The ceremony was ner in which tbe retiring president bad dis
a quiet one, performed by the groom's
crossed tbe pan, and be used his head all brother-in law. They left immediately charged the arduous duties of tbe office and
through. “Wolf” believes ’n patting 'em after tbe wedding dinner for Lake Minnt complimented him upon tha success he
over when there are no men on bases and tonka, to be gODe a month.
The bride is a giandaughter of Justice had wrought. He then requested the Secre
letting bis fielders do some work. Several
tarytoread that portion of tha minutes
of the most successful pitchers, notably Barker of this city.
touching upon the election of Prof. Pierca
Chauncey Fisher, of C’ncinnati, do tbe
to tha Presidency. This done, Bishop Vin
Unclaimed Mail Matter.
same- Fisher bends 'em right along, but
cent in turn, formally presented Prof Pierce
he does not work hard nntU there is a man
Following is the list of unclaimed
as President. Then tbe vast audience arose
on base, when he gets into the game right. matter remaining in the Mt. Vernon
and cheered. Above the tumnlt could be
Tbat it is a good plan may be seen from the office foi the week ending last Monday
heard the familiar college yell, of “Hike
record made by Fisher this year, aod t'»at
Mrs Matilda Boyles. Madam Craig,
liika, hike, K e-n-y-o-n, Kenvou!”
Wolverton knows his part may be s?en John C. Catherine, Billie Craig, Wm.’
President Pierce responded in remarks
from the way in which he prevents scores bin, B. F. Fulton, Miss Bertha Fry, J
that were touching and appropriate, refercis A Young, Harry MiUer, Miss Pet
after a man or two aie on bags. Give Wol McNeal, W. F. McKee, Mt. Vernon H
' ring to the possibilities in store for old Kenverton a chance, ia the plea of the fans of Factory. Mrs. Amanda Nixon Frat
1 yon. Short addresses were made by RevOmo,
Geo.
B.
Page,
Lewis
Rowe,
the city, and give him a good one.—Colum
Chase, of Philadelphia, and Rev. Burton
Edith
Steen,
Mrs.
Louisa
Tablet,
Mrs.
bus Frees,
\ ernon.
Chas E, Crjtchfij
| of Lsxington:

WHEEL WHIRRINGS.

COMMENCEMENf"ENDED.

“HOT tlllllir

JXSl.rurE AND PICNIC
Of Pike Township S. S. Association
to Be Held Saturday.

SI.MtHIM Will

Tbe Pike township Sunday school Asso Annual
Says Burglar John Bay
Coiiimenreinciit
ciation will hold their annual institute and
When Arraigned.
Held
Friday.
pictiic in Doty's grove, Saturday, June 27.

The exercises begin at ten o'clock, wben the

Trial Set For July <»—F. V. following program will be rendered:
FORENOON SESSION.
Oucn to Defend.
Music.
Jr -y Finds Rob rt J. Riggs Guilty of
Bastardy—John It. Bailey, r.*oml>
nent Fanner of Jefferson Tow nsliip
Makes an Assignment — Partition
Proceedings By Margaret Welsh.

BAY PLEADS.

John Ray, tbe burglar, was b**onght into
Coutk Monday morning to plead to the in
dictments against him. The clerk read
the indictments, of which there were
four, charging him with shooting with in
tent to kill, two counts, shooting with in
tent to wound, and having burglar tools in
his possession. He pleaded not guilty to all
of tbe charges aud h:9 trial was set for July
6. Hon. F. V Owen was appointed to de
fend.
WILL OP SELAY SIMPKIK8.

The will of Selay Simpkii.a, late of Mon
roe township, was last week filed for pro
bate. It is short and concise. He be
queaths hi’wife in lieu of dowe', all his
personal prope1 ty except a sleigh, gun and
watch which he gives to his son, Roland.
At the death of his wife, the property is to
be sold and tbe proceeds divided equally
among his children. His son Roland is
appointed executor. The will was executed
April 22, 1896, and witnessed by George W.
Clements and John W. Vernon. Hearing
is set for June 25ASSiGKMEKT.

John R. Bailey, a well-to-do farmer, of
Jefferson township, made an assignment
Saturday evening to Clinton M. Rice. The
assigned ptope ty consists of 200 acres of
land in Jefferson township, valued at $3,800
and personal properly valued at $3C0. Mr.
Rice gave bond in tbe sum of $7,200 with
Albert I Wolfe and Wm. Mil’e; as sureties.
A schedule of debts amounting to $3,587
bas been filed.
BiGG? FOUND GUILTY.

Tbe bastardy cise of Elizabeth J. Gaines
against Robert J. Biggs, was heird Tuesday
morning. Tne defense offe ed no testimony
and the jury returned a verdict of guilty.
The Court fixed the amount at $300 and
costs, which was paid.
HEW CASES.

Presentation of Diplomas
Hade Siinday Evening.

Devotional Exercises......... R. N. Grossman
Address of Welcome............ T. R. Simmons
M utie.
Certificates of Promotion Issued to a
Music in tbe Sunday school .... Isaac Ruby
Number of Pupils From Grammar
General Discussion.
Song and Recitations...... Like M. E. School
»nd
Intermediate Grades-Medals
lesson Helps.............................. 8. B. Griaso
Teachers' Meetings............................... AlbertMetzger
Awarded For Proficiency—Alumni
Song and Recitations........................... AmitySchools
Association Banqueted Wednesday.
The Influence of Sunday school Teachers’
Habits on their Scholars.... Isaac Grubb
Song and Recitations.....................................
The closing exercises of St. Vincent de
.............................. Cumberland Pres. School
General business, election of officers, etc.
Paul's Academy occurred Friday afternoon
AFTERNOON SESSION.
and the presentation of diplomas and
Music.
medals on Sunday afternoon. The closing
How Best Enlist the Whole Church in exercises of the Primary. Intermediate and
Sunday School Work......I^vi Marshall
Song and Recitations..North Liberty School Grammar schools occurred on Friday morn
Sunday School Management—Both as to ing. The program, as given in last week's
Pupils and Work..... Rev. Huntsberger Banner, was carried out in full.
8ong and Recitations........ Ebenrzer School
A large vrowd filled St. Vincent de Paul’s
Conditions of Success in Sunday School
Work........................... Rev 8- T. Allen church Sunday evening to witness the
Rev. R. N. Grossman, President,
distribution of tbe diplomas and class
Albert Mztzgxr. Secretary.
prizes. There were but two graduates th’s
William Edgar, Treasureryear, Catharine Cocbian and Bertha Tivenan, each of whom was presented with
IWENi Y-SEA -iN TEACHERS
a handsome gold medal.
• Certificates of promotion'*om the Gram
Granted Certitlcates by Board at Ils
mar department to the High school or
Bast Meeting.
Academic were awarded to E. Corcoran, B.
Out of a class of sixty eight applicants
Durkin, M. Kroft. M. A. Kelly, E. Killbefore tbe County Board of Examine.j. on
kenny, M King. F. Kel’y, M. Hunt, M.
June 13, twenty seven were granted certifi
McDonough, A. McGovern, B. Reeder, A.
cates. as follows:
8haw and N. Welsh.
J G Austin, city; Earnest Ackerman.
Medal for superior merit, donated by Mrs.
Fredericktown; J C Dnncauson, Bloomfield;
E. Beardslee, awarded to Miss Lulu Ash, of
C W Edimster, city; R N Grossman, Mt
the Academic department. Medal for
Liberty; C II Hanger, Democracy; W C
superior merit in 1st Grammar department,
Humphries. Quincy Leckrone, Danville: A
donated by Miss Alice McCarthy, awarded
C Marlin, city; H M Oberbol'zer, Levering;
to Elizabeth Corcoran. Medal in 2d Gram
John Proper, Bangs; Chas L Roberta Utica;
mar department, donated by Mrs. E. Rogeis"
F L Smllhbisler, Danville; G G Vance, Jel
loway; J RVanVoo.is, Esto; J. Van Horn, awarded to Ella McDonough. Medal iu
Intermediate department, donated by Rev.
Danville; Jacob Vickroy, Levering; A G
L. W. Mulbane, awarded to Myrta SmithMartin, Danville; Chas G Brandon, J C
bisler. Medal in Primary department, doWood, city; Mary Cunningham, Gambier;
hated by Miss Frances Brent, awarded to
Mildred Cooper,Fredericktown;Jennie Dull,
James McDonough. Medal for Curistian
B'adensburg; Hattie N. Ewalt, city; Effa
Doctrine awarded to Mary Welsh.
Fite, Millwood; Ollie Hicks, Centerburg;
Junior class, prize to Leo Allerding.
Flora McCaskev, Danville.
Grade 16 to Mary Kroft; grade 14 to Leroy
Shaw, grade 12 to Chas. Sullivan; grade 10
Their Bluff Didn’t Go.
to Ray Smithhiaier; grade 8 to Jno. Collins;
For tbe past few weeks there bas been grade 6 to Thomas Kerin; grad* 4 to Jno
noticed about tbe city, an individual with Kelly and grade 2 to Arthur Gardner.
long hair, sombrero and a distillery breath
After congratulating the graduates and
who called himself Montana Charley, ex alumni, Rev. Mulhane delivered tbe bemmember of the Jetse James gang, a one diction and the exercises closed.
time horse thief, desperado, and a man who
ST. VINCENT’S ALUMNI.
could be bad even in Mt. Vernon if be
The Alumni Association of 8t. Vincent
wanted to- He gave afternoon exhibitions de Paul s Academy hsid their annual
at tbe Park for a week, putting in tbe re banquet Wednesday evening, in tbe Dough
mainder of bis time by killing “lightning erty Club rooms, when the following pro
hot drops,” and telliDg bard luck stories to gram was observed;
whoever would listea. According to bit
“Mea Conscientia Mea Corona est,”
Te Deum.
story, be was “dead game, see?” Several
FART I
days after bia arrival, a partner, Apache
Roll Call.
George,struck the town plat. Tbey, “start
Minutes of ’95.
ed something” in a Vine street saloon, and Address ......................... Rev.L. W. Mulhane
were “called.” Then to avenge themselves, Musie ■ (a) My Little Love............... Hawley
(b) Violets...................... Woodman
tbey concluded to make tbeir last appear
Miss Kroft.
ance at the Park sensational by shooting tbe Reading....................................... Miss Carle
buttons off of tbe coat of tbe Park police Music................ St. Cecilia's Mandolin Club
part it
man—jast for fua, you see.
Manager Chase got wind of the affair and
met them upon their entrance to the Park,
( (b) Good Night.............. Rubinstein
Miss Maud Brent.
Two hours later Montana Charley was fol
Alumni Future........ „^Mr. Louis Craft
lowing tbe trail to the north while bis com Tbe
Music................ St. Cecilia's Mandolin Club
panion was safely aboard a B. & O. freigt<t(
part m
Their alleged bravery was all bluster.
Refreshments.
Music-

Joseph Scott has brought foreclosure pro
ceedings against Rebecca Parrish et al.,
seeking to foreclose a mortgage on land in
Pike township. He claims $.'£0 wilh inter
est thereon from April 17, 1894, less a credit
of $24.
In the matter of the settlement of J. V.
and I. T. Sperry, executors of Albert Spe? /,
exceptions were taken to tbe ruliDga of tbe
Probate Court, and the matter appealed to
tbe Common Pleas Court.
Wm. H. Harris and Columbia Harris
have appealed an action from tbe court of
A. Barton, a Justice of tbe Peace of Morris
township,wbere Frederick Harris was given
a judgment against them for $166. De
fendants bave also appealed a similar case
from the seme court, where Dwight M.
Brum bach recovered $66.14.
Margaret Welsh, Wm. Doyle andEdward
Doyle Saturday brought partition proceed
ings against Thomas Doyle, Alice Doyle,
A'tncst Another.
John Welsh and Louisa Doyle. They al
Another fatality tbat wonld bave been
lege tbat tbey own undivided interests in almost a parallel to last week's tragedy,
lots 23 and 40 in Norton’s addition, and lot was narrowly averted early Tuesday morn
46 in Norton's northern addition.
ing- During the heavy downpour of ra*n,
a man in a closed buggy sta ted to cross tbe
COMMON PLEAS COURT JOURNAL.
tiacks Des>* t\e 1a*ge iron bridge north of
THURSDAY, JUNE 25.
Warner Miller secured judgment against town. Engineer H'ggins, who was coming
W R. Hogue for $118 45.
south on freight No. 96, saw tbe man's Union Baptist Church Pic
The suit for damages of Eliza Gorrell, danger and wbist<ed excitedly. Tbe buggy
nic, of Columbus.
against G. D. Arndt, has been dismissed.
stopped on the crossing and tbe man peered
Admission, 5 cents.
Samuel H. Basainger against John M. out just as tbe train bore down upon him.
Ewalt, executor, judgment for plaintiff for He saw the danger and with rare presence
$51.
of mind struck the horse with the whip.
FRIDAY, JUNE 26.
In tbe case of Baltzer 9. Jackson against The animal lunged forward scarcely enough
James Fredericks, demurrer was overruled
to permit tbe t^ain to pass. Tbe engine, at Annual Picnic of Disciple
and exceptions taken.
Jasper Doty was given judgment against it passed by scarcely cleared tbe vehicle.
Church and Sunday
George H. Jackson for $3.
W. L McIntire secured a judgment
School, of this city.
The Dow Liquor Tax.
against Hemy Bowden for $1,648.
Admission, 5 cents.
Saturday was tbe last day allowed by law
PROBATK COURT NEWS
for tbe payment of tbe first half of tbe Dow
Elmira C. Barnes, administratrix of 8- R. Liquor Tax, and tbe Connty Treasurer was
Rush, bas filed ber first and final account.
Application has been made by Jerome exceedingly busy. He informed a Banner THEATER—Every night next week.
Gaumer, administrator of the estate of reporter Monday morning that in bis opin
MATINEES—Thursday and
Peter Gaumer, to sell personal property at ion all tbe liquor dealers in the city and
private sale.
Saturday afternoons.
county
would
pay
tbe
tax.
The
duplicate
H. H. Greer, administrator of Louisa J.
shows that there are eighteen saloons in
Rook, has filed bis first partial account.
Knox county, there being seventeen in Mt.
Vernon and one in Brink Haven. Should One of the best companies
DEEDS RECORDED.
Lewis Rowe to Amanda Dean, 53 acres in tbey all pay the lull tax for the year, it will
playing at summer
Wayne, $1,000.
bring into tbe treasuiy $6,300. Last year
Arthur L. Parrott to Wm. L. Parrott, 8
there
were
twenty
one
paying
only
$5,250,
resorts.
acres in Clinton, $1 209.
Charles Mnrrav. admr., to Wm. J. Noff- tbe increase by tbe passage of tbe Dow tax No charge for admission to Theater except on
Jaly 2d and 4th.
singer, part lot 4 in Martinsburg, $325.
making tbe amount this year $1,050 larger
Jonathan Snyder to Samuel Snyder, land tban it was last yearin Howard, $3 ».
Lewis Rowe to Sarah Phillips, 691 acres
in Wayne, $1,000.
LOCAL NOTICES.
Charles C. Dowds, extr.. to Alva Dowds,
part lot 73 in Amity, $1 800.
Ask Her
----J. S. Davis to Walter B Bergin, cemetery
Just Received
lot. $15.
Janies Qullin to Mary E. Cramblet, lot 24 25 Baby Carriages at Frank L. Beam’s.
If she would like a
Best assortment and lowest prices in the
in Howard, $700
Oliver Shaw to Martha Shaw, lots in city.
glass of Soda
Dan7ille, $1.

LAKE HIAWATHA PARK.

The Barton Comedy Co.,

MAKE AGE LICENSES-

James Butson and Elizabeth Tilton.
John H. Bullock and Bettba Tilton.
Chas. R. Youh and Blanch R. Welsbymer.
Delbert M Lohman and Minnie M. Fry.
LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.

Corrected weekly by the North-West
ern Elevator & Mill Co.
Wheat..........................................
58
Corn................................................... 30
Oats............................................... —
20
Taylor’eDiadem Flour.................. $1.15
“
Beat Flour........................ 1.05
Cash paid for wheat; millfeed always
or sale.
LOCAL NOTICES.

Room moulding to match all colors in
Wall Paper at Frank L. Beam's,

All the new colors in window shades.
New lace decorations. Wall shades,
all sizes and at the lowest prices. You
will save money by buying these at
ARNOLD’S. Also all kinds curtain
poles, sash rods, dec.

at

Special sale Dinner Ware
Frank L. Beam’s.

Don’t fail to stop and see the artistic
and beautiful new styles in Wall Paper
at ARNOLD’S. Prettier than ever and.
at lower prices than ever. All old stock
closed out; new goods entirely. Stop
and see how pretty and how cheap.

Insectolene Powder is guaranteed to
destroy Roaches, Bed Bugs, Water Bugs,
Moths and Vermin of all kinds. Sold
by Warner W. Miller.
Porch Shades at Frank L. Beam's.

from

Harry M.Green’s
New Soda Fountain,
and

See
Her
Smile.

Money.
If you nave money to invest I can
secure you first mortgage loans on Knox
Corena Yeast—Something Newl
A Perfect Yeaat. Try it and be con county real estate, not only as safe as
Government bonds, but at double their
vinced. Sold by
rate of interest.
P. B. Chase.
Warner W. Miller.

New Decorated Dinner Sett, 100
pieces, at Frank L. Beam’s. Do not
buy dishes or house furnishing gooda
until you look through thia stock.

If your eyes need atten
tion, do not neglect them,
but consult F. A. Clough,
Optician, and have them
Davia’ O. K. Baking Powder, every properly fitted with perfect
can warranted to give entire satisfaction
or money refunded. Trade supplied at fitting Spectacles or Eye
wholesale prices by Warner Miller.
Glasses.

The best selections of Wall Paper in
Central Ohio at Frank L. Beam's.
Window Shades and ready mixed Paint
The best Tea and Coffee in the city to match Wall Paper.
for the money, at Warner W. Miller’s
Ask for our 30c Coffee and Sample Tea
at 25c per pound and be convinced.
We are displaying the

Bird Cages at Frank L. Beam’s.

Hammocks and Porch
Frank L. Beam’s.

Shades at

Awarded
Highest Honors—World’s Fair

DR,

largest line of seasonable
novelties in Belts, Shirt
Waist Sets, Silk Guards
with Silver and Gold Slides
ever brought to the city, at
Fred A. Clough & Co.’s.
Call and be convinced tbat you. can
buy more goods and better quantity for
the money, than any groceiy store in
the city, at
Warner W. Miller’s.

fteo Mcss/nA 0»AN6e

or to your children,
or to anybody who
wants it brought out
W» serve the beet eoda la the city, j eeate
will enable yea te preve at trnthfal.

Craft & Taugher,

You May Never be Wealthy
East Side Public Square.
But you can be healthy. Constipation
causes two-thirds of all the diseases of
Telephone No. 36.
humanity. Violent cathartics may re
lieve you. They will never cure. What
you need is WRIGHT’S CELERY’ CAP
We are selling
SULES. They cure Constipation, Sick
Headache, Liver and Kidney trouble.
Why?
Because they are Nature’s
Harmless Remedies and Jyou get 100
days’ constitutional treatment at a cost
• MOST PERFECT MADE.
For that Tired Feeling.
It braces you, gives you an appetite,
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Fra of lc a day or 14 weeks for $1. Curt
guaranteed by bankable paper in every
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Women go on,
heedlessly ignoring
the dangers that lie
right in the path of
their thoughtless
ness. They neglect
little warnings un
til they get used to
them. The warn
ings become louder
and louder, and
still they do not
heed them. Their
sickness increases
like a snowball
rolling down hill.
The sickness comes
on gradually, and
they get used to it
, gradually, but it
ruins their lives just
the same. One wo
man in a hundred, perhaps, is perfectly
healthy. Sometimes her weakness is in
herited, sometimes acquired by careless
ness. In every case, care and Dr. Pierce’s
Favorite Prescription will give her new
life and strength and vitality. It will fill
out the hollows in her cheeks, bring color
to her lips, brighter, her eyes, and make
her really and truly a woman. The “ Fa
vorite Prescription ” is of inestimable
value at three stages in the lives of every
woman—when the girl becomes a woman,
when the woman becomes a mother, and
when the mother becomes incapable of
maternity. At these times it gives safety
and strength. It is the only medicine
now before the public for woman's pecu
liar ailments, adapted to her delicate or
ganization by a regularly graduated phy
sician—an experienced and skilled spe
cialist in these maladies. It cannot do
harm in any condition of the system. Its
sales exceed the combined sales of all
other medicines for women.
Every woman should have and read Dr.
Pierce’s Common Sense Medical Adviser,
a great book of a thousand pages, pro
fusely illustrated which will be sent free
on receipt of 21 one-cent stamps, to pay
for mailing only. Address, World’s Dis
pensary Medical Association, No. 663
Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y
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